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A. The Importance Of Titanitnn 
With the developnent of commercially feasible processes of ex-
tracting titanium from its naturally abundant compounds, it has 
beoome possible to utilize titanitnn in many applications where its 
desirable properties are required. One o:f the more important proper-
ties of titanium is its ability to withstand the corrosive attack of 
all common acids except hydrofluoric acid, hydrochloric acid and con-
1 
centrated sulfUric acid. Hydrofluoric acid is the only acid that is 
able to appreciably dissolve the protective oxide la;rer that is :formed 
on titanium and to attack the metal rapidly. It would be very desirable 
to plate a corrosion-resistant titanitun layer on other metals. However, 
the work of all early investigators was relatively unsuccessful. Accor-(1) 
ding to a literature search made by Schlechten, Straumanis and Gill, 
there has been no successful method developed for electroplating 
titanium from aqueous or organic solutions. It is possible to electro-
deposit titanium from a fused salt bath, but the resultant thin coating 
is oovered by titanium powder and flakes; hence, it tends to be o:f poor 
(2) 
quality. The process is further complicated by the necessity of 
obtaining highly purified salts and operating the cell under a protec-
tive atmosphere. 
(1) Sch1echten, A. vl., Straumanis, M. E. and Gill, C. B., "Deposition 
of Titanium Coatings from Pyrosols11, J. Electrochem. Soc., Vol. 
102, P• 81, 1955· 
(2) Cordner, G. D. P. and W:>rner, H. w., Austral. J. Appl. Sci., 
Vol. 2, P• 358, 1951. 
2 
An a1temative to electroplating a protective titanium layer on 
the base metal. l«)uld be a process which would apply a d.i£fusion coating 
of titanium to the base metal.. A diffusion coating may be defined as a 
(3) 
canentation process that operates by a. di.f sion mechanism. A 
di.ffusion coating produces a s:nal1er dimensional ch ge than an electro-
plated layer and adheres more strongly to the base metal. Although 
corrosion-resistant diffusion coatings or such metals as chranium and 
silicon have been studied in detail. and commercial processee such as 
"chromizing" and "lhrigizing" have been evolved, 1itt1e work has been 
done on titanium diffusion coatings or 11titanizing11 processes. In 1927, 
(4) 
La.i.asus produced titanium coatings on iron and stee1 by means o£ a 
cEmentation pro ess using ferrotitanium powder. However, the corrosion 
resistance or the base metal was only slightly improved. Other investi-







Dovey, D. 1-1. , Jenkins, I. and Randl.e 1 K. c. , "Dif'fusion Coatings", 
Properties of' Metal.lic Surfaces 1 Institute of' Metals }.lonograph 
No. 13, PP• 21.3-236, 1952· 
Lai.esus, J., "Contributions to the Study of' ltletall.ic CEillentation: 
Canentation of Iron Alloys by Titanium and Zircon:1.um11 , Revue de 
Met.al1urgie, Vo1. 24, P• 764, 1927. 
Kaee T., ''Met.a.U.ic Cementation VIII - Ca:nentation or Sane Metals 
(Iron) by Meene of Ti.t.ani.wn (Ferrotitanium) Powder", Kinzoke No 
Kenkyu, Vo1. l3 1 P• 50, 19.36. 
Travers, A., "Coating of' Iron with Titanium", Chanie et Industria, 
special number March 1932, P• 345, 1932. 
Corne1ius, N. and Bollenrath, F., "The Effect o£ Carbon on the 
Diffusion of Sane Elsnents in Steel", Arch. Eisenhuttenw., Vol. 
15, P• 145, 1941• 
(8) (9) 
Alexander. and Chapin and Jlalward devel.oped a process tor 
coating steele with a _ coppel'-ti.tanium alloy of canpoa:ltion o~ S to 
37 • 5 percent titanium. These coatings resisted attack by sodium 
chloride. 
(8) Al.exander, P. P., •Coating Metal Artic1es", u. s. Patent 2,351,7.98, 
1944· 
( 9) Chapin, E. J. and Hqward, c. R., "Coppe:r-T:ltmlium Coatings on 
MUd Steel.", Trans. A.. S. M., Vol.._)8,~ P• 909, 1947• 
All. the prev.i.ous:cy- mentioned pxocesses were rather in~ect:lve and 
there existed a -de.tinite need :tor the devel.opnent o~ a process which 
1«>uld produ.ce ~ acid resi.stant. titanimn coating. 
~· Histo17 0~ The ti:tpizing Process DEJYel.oped At The ~Missouri School. 
ot Hines 
DQr1ng exper:imeuts on the corrosion of titan11JDl in mo1ten alkal:l 
halide baths at the Missouri Schoo1 of Hines, it was observed that the 
porcelain crucib1es used in the tests were coTered below the sa1.t level. (1) 
with a l.qer which was ~eQr' titanium. 
A series o~ ex.perlments were perfo:rmed which showed that if certain 
metals are immersed :l.n the mo11;en salt bath containing titanium, the 
uetal. will be coTered by titanium. The titanium coatillg originates .fran 
~ an.e of the corrosion products which have been ~o1med in the ea1t bath. 
Tlte corrosion products are mednly ftneq divided ti.tanium part.ic1ee 
s:im Uar to the ~etal. ~oga0 or trpyzosola" described by IDrmz and 
(10) 
Eittl.. Cop~er, iron, nicke1, cobalt, and nickel.-coppe a1.l.pJ1s 
-----------------------------------------------------------(10) IDrenz, R. and Eitel., w. ~ "Pyroso1e", Akad. Verlagsges, Leipzig, 
l.926. 
coated by the titanizing process were found to be resistant to attack 
by nitric acid. 
4 
Further e.x.perim.ents were undertaken to detenn.ine the influence of 
the composition of the salt bath, the effect of temperature, the effect 
of coating time, and the application of an external electromotive force 
on the characteristics and quality of the coating. These resul.ts are 
(1) 
described in detail :in an article by Schlechten, Straurnanis and Gill • 
.Q• Statement 0£ The Problem 
As the only previous detenninations of the chemical composition of 
the titanium coatings had been anal.yses of the average composition of 
the entire coating, the detenn.ination of the variation in chEmical can-
position throughout the coating was suggested. From this information, 
it was proposed that a better insight might be gained a.s to the extent 
and mechanism of diffusion in the coatings. It was also hoped to 
correlate the results with concurrent work being done on the phases 
present in the titanium coatings. From this correlation, it might be 
possible to show which phases are responsible for the desirable prope:r-
ties of the coating and the minimum amount of titanium in the coating 
that is necessary to produce an acceptable coating. Finally, it was 
hoped that the results obtained mul.d verify the accuracy o:r existing 
methods for measuring the diffusion coating thickness. 
D. ~nds0£Prob1~ 
X-ray fluorescent analysis, or x-r~ Emission spectroscopy as it 
is preferably ca11ed by the analytical chemist, was the method se1ected 
to be used in this work. This method o:r analysis has only recently been 
developed and shows great potentialities if the proper procedures are 
:followed. Once the initial procedures have been established and the 
results calibrated wi.th known data, the ana1ysis, although sometimes 
not as accurate as wet chanical. methods, is much quicker and simpler. 
As it wae necessary to determine composition at many points 
throughout the coating, fl.uorescent analysis woul.d seem to be particu-
larly applicable to the sol.ution of th:is type o:r probl.em. 
~· Review Of Previ.ous \'k>rk 
The on1y prev:ious chemical. anal.yses o:r titanium coatings produced 
at the Missouri School. of Mines were made by Dr. \iilliam H. Webb and 
the resul.ts were reported in a paper by Schlechten, Straumanis and (1) 
Gill. Titanilml and iron were determined by col.orimetric methods; 
the :fonner by using hydrogen peroxide as a reagent (Weller's method) 
(ll) 
5 
and the latter by the method of J.loss and Mellon. In each instance, 
(ll) }loss, M. L. and Mellon, 1-1. G., 11Col.orimetric Detenninations o:r 
Iron with 2,2' -bipyridyl. and with 2,2, '2" -terpyridyl.", Ind. 
Eng. Chan., Anal.. Ed., Vol.. 14, P• 862, 1942• 
the sample of iron coated with titanium was immersed in a saturated 
solution or ferric chloride at a tsnperature or 60° to 800 c. to 
separate the coating f the base metal.. Final. traces or iron on the 
titanium were renoved with 1 to 4 nitric acid. Only the insolubl.e or 
corrosion-resistant part of the coating was analyzed and any portion o:r 
the coating not containing a sufficient percentage o:r titanium to resist 
corrosion was dissolved along with the base metal. and was not analyzed. 
The reported ana1yses were assumed to represent the average canposition 
or the corrosion "resistant .layer. The sanpl.es were small. disks o:r low 
6 
carbon stee1 or iron which were pl.ated in a 50..50 molar percent bath of 
KCl-NaCl exposed to air. The thickness of the coatings analyzed by Webb 
were much greater than those analyzed in the present work. 
The results of Webb's analyses are reproduced in figures 1 and 2 on 
the next page. In figure 1, the average composition of the coating is 
plotted against plating time for coatings produced in the NaCl-KCl bath 
at a tsnperature of 900° c. In figure 2., the average composition of the 
coating is plotted against the bath tanperature at a constant plating 
time o:f 7 hours. It may be seen fran these graphs that there is no 
great variation of average coating composition ldth plating time and 
only a slight increase in iron content with higher bath tenperatures. 
Webb's results gave the average coating an.aJ.ysis as about 80 percent 
titanium., 15 percent iron and 5 percent. unknown components, which were 
assumed to be ox;ygEil. It was suggested that the coating varied from 
almost pure titanium on the outer surface to a very small concentration 
of titanium at the inner llmit of the diffUsion boundary. A study o:r 
figures 1 and 2 show that as the bath tEmperature increases, the coating 
thickness is greatly increased., while the average titanium content of 
the coating is actually sl.ightly lowered. 
The anal.yses of diffusion coatings produced by camnercial processes 
have been much more extensive. In the case ot chromium impregnation or 
chromizing., there is sane disagreement as to the average ccmposition of 
(12) 
the coating and the .factors 'Which influence canposition. Kelley 
(12) Kell.ey, F. c., "Chromium Impregnation"., Metal.s Handbook, American 
Society for Metals~ Cleveland Ohio., P• 706, 1948· 
states that the chromium content of the diffused layer varies between 
90 
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10 and 20 percent, depending on the time and tEmperature of heating. 
(13) 
From the resul.ts of another series of anaJ.yses, Samuel and Iockington 
report that the average composition of the coating varies from 18 to 
23 percent chromium and is not dependent on time or temperature of 
(1.4) 
heating. Campbell, Barth, Hoeckelman and Gonser state that the 
surface layer is never pure chromium, but actually varies .from 40 to 
(15) 
70 percent chromium. Bever and Floe report that the chromium con-
tent of the surface layer varies from 35 to 50 percent. However, they 
also note that the sigma phase (45 percent chromium) is not usua.lly 
:round in chromized cases. 
The earliest chem:i.cal ana.:cy-sis of chromium coatings was done ii1 
(16) 
1926 by Grube and Fleischbein. Thei.r results were obtained from 
(13) Samuel, R. L. and !Dckington, N. A., 11The Protection o:r Metallic 
Surfaces by Chromium Diffusion", Metal Treatment and Drop Forging, 
Vol.. 18, P• 407, 1951. 
(14) Campbe1..1, I. E., Barth, V. D., Hoeckel.man, R. F., and Gonser, 
B. w., ''Sal. t Bath Chromizing", Trans. El.ectrochEm Soc., Vol. 96, 
P• 263, 1949• 
(15) Bever, M. B. and Floe, c. F., "Diffusion Treatments for Wear 
Protection", ASM Surface Protection Against Wear and Corrosion, 
P• 123, 1952. 
{16) Grube, G. and Fleiechbein, w., 11Die Oberi'l.·achenveredel.ung der 
Metalle durch D:i.f'fusion", Ztsch. :r. anorg. u. all. ChEID.., Vol.. 
154, P• 314, 1926. 
the chemical analysis of thin layers tur.ned off on a precision lathe. 
Although the accuracy of their method is questionable, they did. observe 
a pronounced change of slope, corresponding to the position of the 
boundary of the columnar diffusion grains, on the plot of depth of 
10 
(17) 
penetration versus concentration of chromium. In 1934 Hicks, by 
means of an x-ra;y diffraction method, f'oWld the surface layer contained 
about 66 percent chranium.. Hicks also observed that the chranium con-
tent graduall.y decreased with increasing depth fran the surface until a 
depth was reached at which there was a sudden discontinuous decrease of 
from 12 to l. percent chromium. He concluded that this abru.pt drop in 
concentration coincided with the limit of the gamma l.oop at the partic-
ular diffusion tanperature. Hicks' work verified the observation of 
(18) 
Bannister and Jones, that in al1 cases where coltunnar growth was 
(17) Hicks, L. c., "An X-ray Study" of the Diffusion of' Chrani.um into 
Irontt, Trans. ADIE, Vol. 113, P• 163, 1934• 
(18) Bamdster, c. 0. and Jones, w. D., 11The Diffusion of Tin into 
Iron", J. of the Iron and Steel Inst., Vol. 124, P• 71, 1931. 
observed the metal that was diffusing into iron had the property of prcr 
venting the formation of the ganma solid solution when a definite 
percentage of the all.oying element was reached. Hicks also suggested 
that the method employed by Grube was not delicate enough to pick up 
the abrupt concentraUon change. Hicks' method consisted of detennining 
unit ce.ll. dimensions and then by canparison with a chart of unit cell 
dimensions of various iron-chromium alloys the canposition of the alloy 
corresponding to a particular value of' the unit cell coo.ld be determined. 
This method is particularly applicabl.e to chromium because of the con-
tinuous solid sol.ution between iron and chranium and also because values 
of the unit cell for various iron-chromium alloys are available from the 
literature. After each ~ray detennination, the sample was ground down 
on No. 1 anery paper and 2/0 polishing paper and then its thickness 
11 
measured with a reputable ordinary micrometer. 
Determinations have been made for the average canposition of 
(~9) 
coatings produced by the other oonmercial. processes. Ihrig has 
found the canposi.tion of the outer two-thirds of a silicon coating to 
be about 15 percent silicon and to be substantial.l.y constant, while the 
inner one-third decreased to 5 percent silicon. Analyses were made of 
successive surface s1i.ces of 0.01 inches from a 0.12 percent carbon 
steel with the resulti.ng slli.con content vary:lng from 14.02 to 
13·54 percent for the outer two-thirds of the coating. 
(20) 
According to Sayles, the surface layer of a cal.orized coating 
contains about 25 percent aluminum. The surface coating produced by 
the old method of calorizi.ng contained as much as 60 percent al.1Dninum 
at the surface and caused the ~ to be too bri.tt~e. To eJ.iminate 
brittleness, either pack calorizi.ng is used or the old method is modified 
to include a 12 to 48 hour heat treatment at 800 to 10CXJ0 c. This heat 
treatment causes the aluminum to diffuse and thus produce a thicker 
coating and al.so decrease the concentration of al.uminwn at the surface 
of the layer. 
(2l.) 
Me Cul.loch baa determined that the average zinc content for a 
(19) Ihrig, H. K., "Silicon Imp17egnationn, Metals Handbook, American 
Society for Metal.s, Cleveland, Ohio, p. 708, 1948. 
(20) Say1es, B. J., "Al.uminum. Impregnation", Metals Handbook, American 
Society for Metal.s, Cl.evel.and, Ohio, P• 703, 1948. 
(21) Me Culloch, L., "Experimmts with Sherardizi.ng", Trans. AIME, 
Vol. 68, P• 757, 1923· 
sherardized coating produced by heatillg at 350 to 37CP c. for three 
12 
{22) 
hours is about 90 to 92 percent. KeJJ.ey mmtions that a sherardized 
coating containing more than 15 percent iron is not corrosion resistant. 
(22) K8lley; F. c., "Zinc Impregnation", Metals Handbook, American 
Society for Metals, Cleveland, Ohio, P• 716, 1948. 
The results that have been mentioned showed that there is consid-
erabl.e variation between the compositions of different types of diffusion 
coatings and also considerabl.e variation in the composition required to 
withstand corrosion. It woul.d appear that the predominant factor in 
detel'mining the properties of diffusion coatings is the nature of the 
l.ayers which are present. Under ideal conditions, the phases present 
in a lSt.Yer may be predicted from a consideration of the phase diagram; 
therefore, the phase diagram is of fundamental importance in determining 
the properties of a diffusion layer. 
1.:. Theory Of X-Ray Fluorescent Analvsis 
The radiation produced when highly accelerated electrons strike a 
metal target in an x-ray tube may be of tt-A:> types, continuous and 
characteristic. The continuous spectrwn is produced by successive 
decel.erations of the impinging electrons and consists of JC-r8\YS of 
various wave lengths. The minimum wave l.ength of the continuous spec-
trum ~ be determined by appl.ying the relationship: eV : A?!_ 
c 
where: V: the accelerating potential between the cathode and the anode, 
e = the electronic charge, 
h : Planck's constant, 
c : the velocity of light, 
A = the minimum wave l.ength. 
13 
When an x-ra:y of minimum wave length is produced, :it is assumed that 
the imping:ing electron has been decelerated in one collision. The 
shape of the continuous spectrum is :independent of the target material. 
If the accel.erating potential is greater than a certain minimum value 
which is dependent on the target material, the characteristic spectrum 
is superimposed on the continuous spectrwn. When the energy of the 
accelerated electron is great enough to knock one of the inner electrons 
of the target material. out of its orbit, the orbit is immediately filled 
by an electron drawn in from an outer shell. As the outer shell elec-
tron moves into an inner shell of lower energy, the ex:cess energy is 
given off in the form of a characteristic x-ray photon. The most 
common characteristic x-ray is known as the K-alpha radiation and is 
produced when an electron drops from the L to K shell. In a simi 1 ar 
manner, the K-beta x-ray is produced when an electron drops from the 
M to K shell.. However, since the probability of this transition i.s less 
than the L to K transition, the intensity of the K-alpha x-rays will be 
greater than the K-beta. According to the quantum theory, each L shell 
is actually composed of three sublevels, so it might be expected that 
there l«>uld be three slightly different K-alpha characteristic x-r~ 
for each elan.ent. Actually there are only two because the third trans-
ition is forbidden according to the selection rules that have been 
developed. The K-alpha doublet which was used in this work is composed 
of the two K-alphas which are of very nearly the same wave length for 
any given el.Ement. The wave length of any characteristic x-ray is 
dependent on the target material. from which it is excited. This 
relationship, known as Moseley's law, states that the wave length of 
a characteristic x ray is inversely proportional to the square of the 
atomi.c rrumber o:f the target material. By the use or an analyzing 
crystal, each o:f the characteristic x rays can be diffracted at a 
different angle defined by the Bragg equation: n .A : 2d sine 
where: A : the wave length of the characteristic x-ray~ 
d =· the interplanar spacing of the analyzing crystal, 
9 : the angle between the incident characteristic beam 
and the lattice planes in the analyzing crystal, 
n = the order o:f the Bragg reflection and is usual.ly taken 
as one. 
Fran a determination of the intensity of the diffracted beam at each 
of the "Bragg refiections" predicted by Bragg's law, it is possible to 
determine the amount of each elanent present in the target or specimen. 
If the target is bombarded by a continuous spectrum o:f x-rays 
rather than electrons, characteristic x-rays still. may be produced 
provided that the Energy o:f the bombarding X ray photons meets the 
minimum energy required to rEtnove an inner target electron from its 
orbit. The x-rays produced by this mechanism are known as secondary 
or fl.uorescent x-r~. Hence, the onl.y differentiation between nonnal 
characteristic x-rays and :fluorescent x-rays is in the mode of produc-
tion. 
F1uorescent x-r~ spectroscopy was applied to quantitative analysis 
as ear1y as 1922. Ear1y experiments by Hadding, Coster, von Hevesy and 
(23) 
other l«>rkers are mentioned in the book by von Hevesy entitled 
(23) von Hevesy, G., Chemical. Analysis by X-ra.,ys and Its Applications, 
New York, McGraw-Hil.l, P• 86, 1932. 
11Chemi.cal. An~sis by X-rays and Its Applications"• Earl.y workers used 
both primary and secondary x-ray radiations for their analyses. The 
sanple was actualJ.y placed inside the ~ray tube. Beca:u.se of this, 
such problans arose as the operation of a denountable x-ra.v systen 
with replaceable targets and the effects of l.ocalized heating on the 
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sample material. These problems were overcome by using sanples mounted 
outside of the x-rq tube; however, the resultant reduction of :intensity 
(24) 
rsnained. a nearly insunnountable problem in the early dqs. With 
the developnent of higher powered x-ray tubes to increase intensity and 
efficient Geiger tubes to replace the old photographic plate as a 
reoorder of intensity, analysis by ~ray fluorescence became practical. 
The work begun in 1946 at the United States Naval Research Laboratory 
(25) 
y Friedman and· Birks led to the construction of the first modern 
(24) Fr:i.edman, H. and Birks, L. s., 11A Geiger Counter Spectrometer for 
X-r~ Fl.uorescence Analysis", Rev. of Sci. Instr. 1 Vol. 19, 
P• 32.3, 1948· 
(25) Friedman, H. and Birks, L. S., le!9•, P• 323. 
practical. instrwnent for x-rs;r fluorescent analysis. The North American 
Philips Canpany introduc'ed x-ray fluorescent analysis equipnent on a 
commercial. scal.e shortl.y thereafter. The General Electric Company has 
also developed a similar machine • 
..§:. Previous Applications Of Fluorescent Analysis 
In the sevEn years that the fluorescent analysis unit has been 
available commercially~ it has been used :for three main types of 
anal.ysis. One type of analysis has been the detennination of minor 
constituents in substances as exanp1ified by the analysis of 
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{26) 
tetraethyllead in gasoline. Other determinations of minor consti-
(27) 
tuEilts have been lead in aviation fuel~ nickel flashings in porcelain 
(28) (29) (30) 
enanels, sul.fur in oil, and uranium in aqueous solutions. 
The main application of x-ray fluorescent ana1ysis has been in the anal-
ysis of major constituents of substances. Examples of apt>lications of 
(31)(32) 
this tl'})e are the analysis of high tEmperature al.1oys, stain1ess 
(32-36) (37-40) 
steel.s and elEments in minerals and ores. 
(26) Lamb, F. W., Niebylski, L. M. and Kiefer, E. W., "Determination 
of Tetraethyllead by X-ray Fluorescence", Anal.. Chan., Vol. 27, 
P• 129, 1955· 
( 27) Birks, L. S., Brooks, E. J., Friedman, H. and Roe, R. M., fiX-ray-
Fluorescence Analysis of Ethyl Fluid in Aviation Gasoline", Anal. 
Chern., Vol. 22, P• 1.258, 1950. 
(28) Patrick, R. F., "Sane Applications of the Fluorescent X-ray 
Spectrometer in Ceramics", Am. Ceram. Soc. J oumal, Vol. 3 5, 
P• l.89, 1952. 
(29) Birks, L. S., "Apparatus for Vacuum X-ray Fluorescent Analysis 
of Light Elanentsn, Rev. of Sci. Instr., Vol. 22, P• 891, 1951. 
(30) Birks, L. s. and Brooks, E. J ., 11Analysis of Uranium Solutions 
by X-rq Fluorescmce11 , Anal. Chem., Vol. 23, P• 707, 1951. 
(31) Brissey, R. M., "Analysis of High Tanperature Alloys by X-rq 
Fluorescence", Anal. Chan., Vol. 25, P• 190, 1953· 
(32) Koh, P. K. and Caugherty, B., "Metallurgical Applications of 
X-ray Fluorescence Analysis", J. of Appl. Phys., Vol. 23, 
P• 427, 1952. 
(33) Abbott, J. L., "X-ray Fluorescence Analysis", The Iron Age, 
Vol. 162, P• 58, Oct. 28, 194.8 and P• 121, Nov. 4, 1948· 
{34) Cordovi, M. A., "Rapid Quantitative Analysis by X-ray Fluor-
escence Method", Steel, Vol. 123, p. 88, Dec. 20, 1948· 
(3 5) Gillam, E. and Heal T., "Sane ProblEms in the Analysis of Steels 
by X-ray Fluorescence", Brit. J. of Appl. Pbys., Vol. 3, P• 353, 
1952. 
(36) Gillam, E., "Quantitative Analysis by X- ray Fluorescence -
Application to Alloy SystEmS", Metal Treatment and Drop Forging, 
Vol. 20, P• 99, 1953· 
(37) Mortimore, D. M. and Romans, P. A., 11X-ray Spectroscopy as a 
Control. Method in the Production of Zirconium and Hafnium", J. 
Opt. Soc • .Am., Vol. 42, P• 673, 1952. 
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(38) Campbell., w. J. and Carl., H. F., 11'J.'he F1uorescent x-ray Spectro-
graphic Analysis of Minerals", Symposium on Fluorescent X-r~ 
Spectrographic Analysis, ASTM Special Technical Publication 
No. 157, P• 63, 1953· 
(39) Birks, L. s. and Brooks, E. J., "Hafnium-Zirconium and Niobium-
Tantalum SystEmSn, Anal. Chem. Vol. 22, P• 1017, 1950. 
(40) Despujols, J., "Application de la Spectrometrie des R~ns X au 
Dosage de Fai.b1es Teneurs", J. Phys. Radium, Vol. 13 supplanent 
to No. 2, P• 31A, 1952. 
The third field of application o:r .f1uorescent analysis has been the 
(41) 
determination of pl.ating thickness. 
(4J,.) Beeghley, H. F., "An X-ray Method for Determining Coating Thick-
ness on Stee111, J. Electro chan. Soc., Vol.. 97, P• 152, 1950. 
The author was unable to find any articl.es dealing with the chan-
i.c8l. anal.ysis of coat±ngs by x-r~ fluorescent analysis. 
In the present dissertation, an attenpt is made to determine the 
composition of titariium. coatings in various levels fran the surface 
and to determine the thickness of the titanitnn coating by using a North 
American Philips JC-ray fluorescent analysis unit • 
.H.• Explanation Of The Operation Of The North American Philips Machine 
The Philips machine is of the nat crystal. refl.ection type. The 
prj.mary tung~en continuous radiation strikes the specimen on a surface 
area of 5/8 inch by 5/8 inch and at an angle o£ 4r;o. The resulting 
emergent fiuorescent x-rays are directed toward the analyzing crystal 
where they are dif.fracted according to Bragg's l.aw. The diffraction 
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is from the (100) plane of rock salt with an interplanar spacing of 
0 
2.81.97A. The (100) plane of :rock salt will diffract wave lengths 
shorter than 2d or 5.6394l and so is applicable to all the fluorescent 
wave l.engths that might be produced in these experiments. After the 
fluorescent r~ are dif"fracted, they are collimated before entering the 
Geiger tube. As mlcy" be seen from the accompanying diagram, the Geiger 
tube moves through an angle twice as great as the analyzing crystal so 
that the Geiger tube is in position as soon as the Bragg relation is 
satisfied. Because the K-alpha line of" titanium occurs at 58.37° and 
the K-alpha line of :iron occurs at 40.18°, when using the (100) plane 
o:t rock sal.t, there was no resolution prob~an involved in this work. 
The Geiger tube was filled with argon and chlorine was added as a 
quenching agent. Because argon almost completely absorbs the K spectrum 
(42) 
rays of el.EillEilts of atomic number l.ess than 29, it is very efficient 
for determining iron and titanium which have atomic numbers of 26 and 22 
(42) Fri.edman, H., Birks, L. S. and Brooks, E. J., "Basic Theory and 
Fundamentals of Fluorescent X-ray Spectrographic Analysis", 
Symposium on Fluorescent X-ray Spectrographic Analysis, ASTM 
Special Technical Publication No. 157, P• 15, 1953 • 
respectively. The function of the quenching gas is to neutralize the 
positive ions after they reach the cathode. 
Geiger Tube 
Collimator 
5/8" x 5/8" beam 























d = 2.81974A 
~g. 3· Norelco Flat Crystal Refl.eetion Method 
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EXPERDlENTAL a:>RK 
!• Apparatus And Eguipnent 
The following is a list of the apparatus and equipnent used in this 
investigation: 
1. Machlett O:En-50 X-ray Tube wi.th a Tungsten Target - Used to provide 
a source of continuous x-rays. 
2. North American Phill.ps Spectrograph Attaclnnent - Incl.udes iihe 
goniometer end Geiger tube. 
3· North American Phll:ips EJ.ectronic Circuit Pane1- Incl.uded in this 
panel. are the input voltage stabilizer, scale~rate meter, and interval. 
iimer. The voltage stabilizer guarantees a line fiuctuation of less 
than .::1:. 0.25 percent for any line load within the rated limits of the 
machine. 
4• Geiger Tube - This tube contained argon at a pressure of 66 em. ot 
mercury plus chl.orine as a quenching agent at a pressure of a few nun. of 
mercury. The potential. applied to the Geiger tube was 1570 volts. 
5· Analyzing Crystal.- A single crystal of sodium ch1ori.de covered w.ith 
a protective 1acquer was used as the analyzing crystal.. 
6. Bro'Wll. and Sharpe 1 inch Micrometer Caliper- This micrometer had a 
vernier capabl.e ot reading to one tm-thousandth of an inch. The micro-
meter was calibrated with Pratt and Whitney Hoke blocks. 
7• Protective Metal. Shield- Designed to protect the operator against 
etray ~radiation. 
8. Protective Plastic Bag- Designed to protect the analyzing crystal 
fran moisture and dirt in the air. 
9. Aluminum Specimen Positioner - Designed to expose a constant sample 
area to the primary radiation. 
10. Platinum Wound Resistance Furnace- Used in conjunction with a 
helium atmosphere to coat one o:f the samples. 
n . . Vacuum Retort Furnace - Four of the samples were coated under a 
helium atmosphere in this furnace. 
12. Behr-Manni.ng Belt Grinder - Used to prepare ingot iron specimens 
for coating and -also used to ranove surface layers from the coated 
samples~ when the removal of re1atively large layers was required. 
2l. 
1.3. Electromet-Arc Mel.ting Furnace - Used to melt the standard aJJ.oys. 
This work was done by the Electrometallurgical Company, a division of 
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. 
~· Materials And Reagents 
1. REmington-Rand titanium plate. 
2. .Annco ingot iron plate • 
.3· Behr-Manning No, 1 emery polishing paper. 
4• 2/0 and .3/0 Fisher metallographi.c snery paper. 
5· Iron poWder. 
6. Potassium chloride powder, u. s. P. granular ground down to -60 mesh. 
7 • No • .320 belt :for Behr-Manning bel.t grinder. 
8. No. 120 be1t :for Behr-Manning belt grinder. 
9· Titanium sponge powder ground down to -200 mesh. 
10. Iodide titanium sheet 0.062 - 0.063 nun. thick, prepared by the Foote 
1-Iineral Canpany. 
ll. 48 percent hydrofluoric acid • 
..Q.• Expecimenta1 Procedures 
J.. Preparation of Ingot Iron Sanples 
In all. cases the material that was ccmted with titanium was ingot 
iron and was prepared fran the same piece of plate. The plate was cut 
on a band saw and then ground on the belt grinder until a sample 7/8 in. 
by 11/8 in. was produced. The surface of the samples was smoothed on 
the bel.t grinder and also by hand on the No. 1 enery paper. The thick-
ness of the finished ingot iron sanpl.e varied from about 1. 7 mm. to 
alx>ut 1.8 mm. 
2. Coating of Ingot Iron Samples 
Five different samples were coated using three dii'ferent methods. 
Samples No. l., No. 2 and No. 3 were all coated at the same time and 
under the same conditions. The salt bath method was used with the bath 
consisting of 10 percent by weight of titanium sponge powder and 90 per-
cent by weight of potassium chl.oride. Samples No. 1 and No. 2 were 
both coated in the same 3! :in. casserole, whil.e sample No. 3 was coated 
in a smal.ler 2 in. casserole. The casseroles were placed in the large 
vacuum retort furnace and heated for 4 hours at l(X)Q0 c. under a helium 
atmosphere. Although other samples in the same fumace were being con-
currently coated by the iodide deposition method, it was thought that 
the molten sal.t solution wouJ.d protect the samples in the casseroles 
from any effect caused by the presence of the iodide vapor. 
Sample No. 4 was also coated by the sal.t bath method with the same 
bath composition as samples Nos. 1 to 3· The furnace tanperature l"ra.s 
0 
again 1000 c., but the time was 6 hours and the furnace was a platintnn 
'WOlUXl resistance furnace. A helium atmosphere was used to coat 
sample No. 4· 
Sample No. 5 was coated by the iodide deposition process in the 
large vacuum retort furnace under a helium atmosphere and again at a 
tEmperature of 1()()()0 c. and :ror a time o:r 4 hours. 
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3. Dissol.ution of Adhering Potassium Chloride Particles 
Samples Nos. 1 to 3 were scru.bbed in water to rEmOve any J.oosely 
adhering particles. It is thought that this scrubbing process also re-
moved the soft outer J.ayer of the coating, because the layer after 
scrubbing was relativel.y hard. No attempt was made to remove any 
J.oosely adhering layer from sanpl.es No. 4 and No. 5· When thickness 
measurements were made on sampl.es No. 4 and No. 5, there was a tendency 
for the thickness to decrease with. successive measuranents even though 
no attanpt was made '00 ranove any of the surface layer. FinaJ.ly, after 
a series of measurements were made, the thickness tended to become 
constant. It is assumed that the pressure of the micrometer slightly 
compressed the J.oose outer surface on the J.ayer and gave a gradual 
decrease in thickness. Upon applying sampl.es No. 4 and No. 5 to the 
enery paper, only a very few strokes were necessary to produce a -:1arge 
decrease in the thickness of the sample. These results would. tend to 
indicate that a soft outer layer was completely removed from the first 
three sanp1es. This soft outer layer was probably of higher titanium 
content than any other part of the coating. 
4• Method of Ranoving Successive Layers from the Coating 
Metallograph:i.c polishing paper was used to rsnove l.ayers of about 
0.002 to O.OQ3 nm. from the coated samples. Because of the hardness of 
the coating, No. 1 emery paper and 2/0 polishing paper were used to 
rEJnOve successive layers. The belt grinder was used for grinding away 
relativel.y thick surface l~rs in order to detennine the llmit o£ 
titanium diffusion in the iron. The belt grinder tended to produce 
an uneven surface on the spec:imen. 
5. Measuranent o£ the Amount of ~r REmoved 
A micraneter cal:iper, accurately ca1ibrated and w.Lth a vernier 
reading to O.OCX>1 inch, was used to measure the sample thickness. 
Each thickness measuranent was an average o£ nine readings taken at 
nine separate points on the sur.race of the coating. Details of the 
method used to obtain the nine measurements on each of the sur.faces 
and the results o£ these measurenents are in the appendix. 
6. Calibration of Goniometer 
When the spectrometer was moved f'rom the diffraction unit to the 
Mach1ett axterna1 tube, it was necessary to recal.ibrate the goniometer--. 
Wi.th a copper sample and a rock sa1t analyzing crystal., the max:imum 
K-alpha intensity should occur at a 2Q value o£ .31.73°. Using a 
copper samp1e, the goniometer was adjusted until a maximum occurred 
at .31.73°. As an added check, it was a:Lso determined that the maximum 
K-al.pha intensities for iron and titanium occurred at 40.1.s0· and 
58 • .37> respectively. These are the 29 val.ues which correspond with 
the maximum predicted by Bragg's l.aw and were in good agreement with 
the tabul.ated data. 
7. Determination of Operating Conditions 
(25) 
Friedman and Birks state that the most effective vol.tage for 
ErXciting iron characteristic ~r~ is about .35 kil.ovol.ts. However, 
for l.ighter el.anents, producing l.onger wave l.engths, the optimum 
vol.tage decreases, as it is limited to a depth of' penetration which 
w:Ul. all.ow the secondary' ~rqs to penetrate to the sur.tace. It was 
found that .30 ld.l.ovol.ts and 20 milliamperes produced an iron K-alpha 
l.ine that. gave the maximum pemiaaib1e counting rate f'or the Geiger tube. 
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So .30 kilovolts and 20 m.i1 1 j amperes were the tube operating conditions 
used in a1.l intensity determinations. The intensities were determined 
by the fixed count method which is considered to be more accurate than 
the .fixed time method. In all cases, the intensity o:f the iron K-al.pha 
line was detennined by finding the time required to record 25600 counts 
on the eJ.ectronic scaling circuit. Since the titanium K-alpha J.ine is 
much weaker, 25600 counts "W:>uld require too long a counting period, so 
the tita:rl.um :intensities were determined over a shorter interval. which 
varied with the amount o:f titanium present in the sample. 
8. Detenninat.ion o:f the Intensity Caused by the Backgrourxl 
The background intmsity o:f :fl.uorescent radiatj.on :is much lower 
thSl that of primary radiation, but stil.l must be considered. To deter-
mine the background intensity, a sample of ingot iron was used and the 
spectrometer was set at a 2e value of 58 • .37°, which corresponds to the 
K-al.pha maximum for titanium. The resul.ting intensity was attributed 
entirely to the background. In the same manner, using a titanium 
sampl.e, the background intensity was determined at a 29 value of 40.18°, 
which corresponds to the K-alpha maximum for iron. 
The experimental data used to calculate the average background 
intensity are recorded in Table I on the next page. This background 
intensity was subtracted from aJl subsequent :i.n:tmsity readings so as 
to g:ive on1y absolute intensity values. 
Tabl.e I 
Deter.mination of the Background Intensity 
Area o:r sampl.e: 7/8 in. x 7/8 in. or 4·94 sq. em. 
Operating conditions: 30 kilovolts 
20 mi 1] j amperes 
A. Iron Sample at a Goniometer Setting o:r 29 = 58.3'f> 
Time in seconds to 













B. Titanium Sample at a Goni.aneter Setting or 29 = 40.18° 
Time in seconds to 















9· Reproduction of ResuJ.ts 
It was found that a variation in the positioning of the analyzing 
crystal caused an appreciable variation in the intensities of the 
various characteristic x-ra:y J.ines. Experiments were made to determine 
the position of the analyzing crystal that corresponded to the ma.rlmum 
intensity values and the crystal. was ttten 1e.ft pennanently in that 
position. A pl.asti.c bag was pl.aced around the crystal. and the ends 
of the slit systan to protect the crystal. from the e:ffects of moisture 
and dirt in the air. From a consideration o:£ the work of Koh and 
(32) 
Caughert~._ it was decided that the effect o£ grain size and pre-
vious mechanical treatment "WOuld be negl.igibl.e. An· al.um.inum positioner 
was prepared in order to expose a constant sampl.e area o£ 7/8 in. by 
7/8 in. to the primary 5/8 in. by 5/8 in. x:-ray bean. When the afore-
mEiltioned precautions were taken, it was .found that reproducibl.e resul.ts 
coul.d be obtained. 
l.O. Determination of F1uorescent Line Intensities 
After each set of pollsldng and thickness measuranents, the in-
terud.ties of the K-alpha l.ines for titanium and iron were determined 
under the previoual.y mentioned operating con::litions. A1ternate ranova1 
of 1ayers and intensity measuremmts were taken until. the intensity o:r 
the iron K-al.pha line became constant and the intensity of the titanium 
K-al.pha l.ine became indistinguishabl.e .tmm the background. This point 
was assumed to be the llmit o:t diffusion o:t titan1tun into the iron base. 
Each of the readings was corrected for background intensity to give an 
absol.ute intensity Which~ attar proper mod.ifications~ was taken to be 
a measure of the anount of the elanent present in the lqer. 
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11. Preparation o£ Standards 
The composition o:r an e1anent in an alloy is not expected to vary 
linearly with the intensity of the characteristic K-al.pha line for that 
e1ement because o£ the e£fects o£ the factors known as mutual. nuor-
escence and differential. absorption. 
If the absorption o£ the characteristic x-ray o£ an e1ement in an 
a11oy is greater in the other elements o£ the alloy than in the element 
itsel.f', the resu1ting intensity of the characteristic .x-r~ line is 
decreased. Th.itJ effect is known as differential. absorption. The mass 
absorption coefficient of iron K-alpha in titanium is 377, while the 
mass absorption coefficient of iron in itsel.f' :is on1y 73• Therefore, 
because of the dif'ferent:ia1 absorption effect, the intensity of the 
iron K-al.pha is decreased in the presence of titanium. In a sjmllar 
manner, titanium K-alpha is more highl.y absorbed in iron than in 
itsel.f; so the intensity of titanium K-al.pha is al.so decreased. 
It the wave l.ength of the fluorescent x-rays of one e1ement in the 
specimen is less than the wave l.ength at the absorption edge of another 
element in the specimen, the fl.uorescent r-r~ will be absorbed by 
the second el.ement and produce fluorescent r8\Y5 of the second element 
in addition to those formed by the absorption of the prinJ.ary rays. 
(26) 
This ef'fect is kno'Wil as mutua1 fluorescence. von Hevesy has stated 
that the effect of mutual. nuorescence is noticeable only if the wave 
length of the K-alpha 1ine of the element causing the mutual. .f'l.uor-
escence :is within o.2X. of the wave l.ength at the K-absorption edge o£ 
the element being detenni.ned. Although the wave l.ength of iron K-
o 
alpha, J.. 94A, is l.ess than that at the K-absorption edge of titanium, 
0 0 
2.49A, the difference i.s greater than 0.2A and the mutual fluorescence 
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effect is not observable. Because the wave length of titaniwn K-alpha, 
2.75X, is greater than the K-absorption edge of iron, 1.74i., the iron 
K-a1pha mtensities will not be affected by mutual. fluorescence. 
From a consideration of these effects on the intensities of iron-
titanium all.oys, it is supposed that the intensities of both the iron 
and titanium K-aJ.pha lines will be less than that predicted from the 
linear rel.ationship for any given canposition of the alloy. As this 
absorption ei"fect is greater :for the :iron K-alpha than for the titanium 
K-al.pha, :lt follows that there w:i.ll be a greater variation from the 
linear reJ.ationship for the iron intensities than for the titanium in-
tensities, if' these are plotted against the composition o:r the iron-
titaniwn alloys. 
It was thought that the variation of iron K-alpha intensity w.i:th 
the thickness of the titanium layer might be determined by gluing 
titanium foil on an ingot iron base and then determining :lron K-alpha 
intensities after removing successive layers of titanium. A procedure 
oould not be developed in which the resulting base and glued layer were 
of uniform thickness. Also it was found that the layer o:f glue caused 
an appreciable reduction in the intensity o:r the iron K-alpha line. 
So any further experiments with glued layers were abandoned. 
Attanpts were then made to prepare actual. standards by mixing 
together known amounts of titanium and iron powders and then compacting 
the mixtures. A circu1ar die, one inch in diameter, was used in con-
junction w.l.th a pressure of 70 tons per square inch to prepare the 
compacts. Intensity detenninations on the reaul.ting compacts showed 
too much segregation to allow the compacts to be of any use. The pro-
cedure was repeated and greater care taken to avoid segregation, but 
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the compacts stlll. exhibited too much segregation to be useful. 
The EJ.ectranetall.urgicaJ. Company, a division of Union Carbide and 
Carbon Corporation, was kind enough to arc melt the compacts under an 
inert atmosphere. Two o:f the .five samples were ruined during the arc 
melting process. The other three sampJ.es were ground on a grinding 
wheeJ. until a smooth surf'ace was produced. TV«> samples were also made 
f'rom iron and titanium p1ate. In Table II, the intensities of the 
titanium and iron K-alpha 1:Lnes :for l:oth pure samples and aJ.loys are 
tabulated. The sam.p:Le area o:f the Electromet al.l.oys was limited by 
the smal.l.er size of these samples. However, as the primary beam is 
only 5/8 in. by 5/8 in., the small er size of the EJ.ectromet samples 
had no ef:fect because the same positio~ technique was used in a1.l. 
cases. Reference to Table II shows that the titanium K-al.pha intensity 
of the smaJ.1er Electranet sample was just as great as the titanium 
K-al.pha intensity of the larger pl.ate. The average intensities listed 
in Table II include the average background correction. The ratio o:f 
the average intensity o:f titanium K-al.pha fran pure titanium to the avel'-
age intensity o:r iron K-al.pha from pure iron was 0.068. This compares 
{32} 
.favorably 'With the value of 0.071 recorded by Koh and Caugherty. 
The ratio o£ the titanium K-al.pha intensity fran each of the 
Electromet all.oys to the intensity of the K-alpha J.ine of' pure titanium 
was p1otted :in figure No. 4 against the atomic percent of titanium in 
each of the El.ectromet alJ.oys. The theoretical. J.inear re1ationship wh:i.ch 
ignores the effects of mutual. fluorescence and differential. absorption 
is al.so p1otted as a dashed 1ine in figure No. 4• Figure No. 5 on the 
page :following f'igure No. 4 is a similar graph .for iron. Figures No. 4 
and No. 5 may be used as standard curves to convert intensities into 
atomic percentages. 
Tabl.e ll 
Intensity Determinations o:r Standard Sampl.es 
A. Intensity Determinations o£ Iron and Titanium Plate 
sampl.e area: 7/8 in. x 7/8 in. or 4·94 sq. em. 
operating conditions: 30 kiJ.ovol.ts 
20 mj 1 1 i amperes 
].. Intensity of Ti K-A1pha 2. Intensity of Fe K-Alpha 
.from Ti pl.ate fran ingot iron p1ate 
T:ime in sec. Time in sec. 
to record Counts to record Counts 
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25600 counts per sec. 25600 counts per sec. 
579.0 44-2 38.0 673.7 
558.8 45.8 38.2 670.2 
548.0 46·7 37-8 677-3 
564-4 45·4 38.2 670.2 
550.2 46-5 38-4 666.7 
576.0 44·4 38.2 670.2 
566.8 45.2 38.6 663.2 
566.4 45-2 ,38.2 670.2 
Average 45·4 Average 670.2 
Aver. wi.th back- Aver. with back-
ground correc. 4.3·8 ground correc. 668.6 
B. Intensity Determinations of E:l..ectranet Samples 
1. 
sampl.e area: 7/8 in. x 7/8 in. or 3·52 sq. an. 
operating conditions: 30 kilovolts 
20 milliamperes 
Intensity of Ti K-Alpha 2. Intensity of Ti K-Al.pha 
from 22'A 'wt.} Ti allo;:z: .from 291 'wt.l Ti alloz 
Time in sec. Time in sec. 
to record Counts to record Counts 
1.2800 counts l!!r sec. 61J..OO COWlts J>er sec. 
600.8 21 • .3 638-4 l.O.O 
612.0 20.9 634·0 10.1 
606.2 21..1 643-2 9.9 
604.0 21.2 636.4 10.1 
Average 21.]. Average 10.0 
Average with Average with 
background corr. 19-5 background corr. 8.4 
3· 
Table II (Cont t d. ) 
Intensi. ty o:f Fe K-Alpha 4· Intensity o£ Fe K-Alpha ~rom 89% ·em.) Fe .alloy from 50% ( wt. ) Fe alloy 
Time in sec. T:tine in sec. 
to record Counts to record 
25600 cormts :ear sec. 25600 counts 
108.0 237.0 54.8 
110.8 231-~ 55.6 
~06.0 241.·5 54.8 
107.2 237·9 54.0 
Average 237-0 Average 
Aver~ w.i. th back- Aver. with back-
ground correc. 235·4 grotind 
5· Intensity o:f T:i. K-Alpha 
:from 100% (Wt.) Ti 
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12. Determination o£ Minimum Effective Thickness 
Al.though the approximate composition o:r a surface 1ayer may be 
roughly deter.mined :from the respective intensities by reading directly 
from graphs, such as figures No. 4 and No. 5, which compensate :for the 
effect of mutual fluorescence and differential absorption, the resulting 
compositions are not that of the surface layer but really an average 
composition of a fin:ite thickness of the surface 1ayer. The question 
arose as to just what thiclaless of the inner layer was contributing to 
the surface intensities. 
The following method was used to detennine .from what depths of the 
specimen the secondary x-rS\VS may escape to the surface and contribute 
measurably to the recorded surface intansity. 
For any meta.l1i.c element there exists a thiclmess which just pro-
duces the maximum fluorescent yield by that e1enent under the speci.fied 
operating conditions. Tlrl.s thickness which varies with the material. 
is known as the minimum eff'ect.i.ve thiclmess. With a constant primary 
intensity any thi.clmeas under the minimum ef'f'ective thickness produces 
a decrease in the intensity of the characteristic radiation, but any 
greater thickness produces no greater intensity. The assumption was 
made that any fl.uorescent radiation excited at a depth greater than the 
minimum effective thi.clmess of the sample will be absorbed to such ex-
tent that the surface int.ensiti.ea will be unaffected. Therefore, from 
the values obtained :for the minimum effective thickness, the depth 
.from which :fluorescent x- rays energe, that is, the thi.clmess of the 
l.ayer which contributes to the surface intensities, may be estimated. 
The minimum effective thickness of titanium was determined ex-
perimentall.y. Iodide titanium foil., 0.062 n:un. thi.ck, produced by the 
Foote M±neral Company was immersed in hydrofluoric acid to decrease the 
thickness of the foil.. After each :inmersion, the thickness of the foil 
was measured with a micrometer and the intensity of the titanium K-alpha 
~ine recorded. The resul.ting data are recorded in Table III. In 
figure No. 6 the thiclmess of the titanium foil is plotted against the 
intensity of the K-al.pha 1ine from the foil. The JC-rB\Y" tube was oper-
ated under the constant conditions of 30 kil.ovol.ts and 20 milliamperes. 
From figure No. 6, the min:imum effective thiclmess of titanium was 
estimated to be sl:i.ghtJ.y greater than 0.04 mm. 
Attanpts were made to determine the minimum effective thickness 
of iron in a similar manner. The first atta:npt was unsuccessf'u1 
because nothing was done to e1 jminate the effect of hydrogen em-
britt1ement in the iron. During the second experiment, the iron sample 
was pl.aced in boiling water each time it was removed from the hydro-
chloric acid in order to dissolve the absorbed hydrogen. The specimen 
was considerably less brittle, but it still tended to "shred" at small 
thicknesses. The acid appeared to attack the specimen unevenly, so 
that holes appeared in the surface before the region of min:imum effec-
tive thickness oould be reached. 
(32) 
Koh and Caugherty have determined the minimum effective thick-
ness of iron, chromi:um, and nickel by building up successive layers of 
each metal. on a piece of aluminum by electrolytic plating. The thick-
ness was determined by weighing a lmown surface area. By this method, 
the minimum ef'fective thiclmesses of iron, chromium, and nickel were 
:found to be 0.02, 0.03 and 0.02 nnn. respectively. Ganerall.y the 
minimum e£f'ective thickness increases with a decrease in density, as 
the secondary x-rays mey penetrate through a greater thickness of a 
less dense element than a heavier one. 
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Table III 
Determination o:r Minumum Effective Thiclmess o:r Titanium 
Operating oonditions: 30 kil.ovo1ts 
20 mj 11 j amperes 
29 = 58.3'f> 
Material: iodide titanium foil 
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The samp1es whose surface intensities were determined in this wOrk 
were actually composed of layers o.f various iron-titanium alloys. There-
fore, it was necessary to determine the minirn:wn effective thiclmess of 
various iron-titanimn alloys in order to f"ind t _he thiclmess of the alloy 
layer which contributed to the recorded surface intensities. The re-
corded surface intensities were then taken as the average composition 
of the finite layer of the surface which contributed to the surface in-
tensities. 
As the values of the mass absorption coefficients of JC-rays of 
various wave lengths in titanium and iron are necessary for subsequent 
calculations, this information was plotted in figure No. 7• Figure 
No. 7 shows the variation of the mass absorption coefficients o:f iron 
0 
and titanium from wave lengths of 0.4 to 2.8A for the absorbed racUa-
tion. The data :for this plot were obtained fran PP• 577 to 578 o:f the 
(43) 
Internationa.l.e Tabellen zur Bestimmung von Kristallstrukturen and 
(44) 
from pp. 2031 to 2036 of the Handbook of ChEmistry and Physics. 
(43) 
(44) 
Internationale Tabel.J.en zur Bestinnnung von Kristallstrukturen, 
Gebruder Borntraeger, Berlin, Vol. 2, pp. 577 to 578, 1935. 
Hodgman, c. D., Handbook of ChEmistry and Physics, Chemical. Rub-
ber Publisfdng Co., Clevaland, Ohio, 31st ed., PP• 2031 to 2036, 
1949· 
The absorption of iron K-alpha in iron and titanium has been determined 
experimentally; however, the mass absorption coefficients of titanium 
K-al.pha in iron and titanium have not been detennined experimentally. 
Therefore, it was necessar.y to obtain these values from an extrapolation 
o£ the curves in figure No. 7. 
The values obtained for the mass absorption coefficients of iron 
40 
K-alpha and titanium K-alpha in both iron and titanium are recorded in 
Table IV. 
Table IV 
Values of Mass Absorption Coefficients 
of Titanium K-Al.pha and Iron K-Alpha 
in Titanium and Iron 
Titanium K-alpha in Iron 190 
Iron K-alpha in Iron 73 
Iron K-alpha in Titanium 377 
Titanium K-al.pha in Titanium 110 
It was assumed that the value of I/I0 , as obtained from Lambert's 
l.aw, should be constant for the minimum effective thickness of any 
material. 
-/""~X 
The Lambert law relationship, I/Io : e 
where: I : the intensity of the emergent beam, 
10 : the intensity of the incident beam, 
~ = the density of the absorbing material, 
~ : the mass absorption coefficient of the incident 
beam in the absorbing material., 
x = the thickness of the absorbing material, 
was used, therefore, to determine the value of I/I0 at the minimum 
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The results of the calcu1ations are tabulated beJ.ow in Table V. 
Table V 
~tl.nimum Effective Thicknesses o£ Various Materials 
Densi~ Mass abs. Experimental. Calculated value 
mgm/ coe£:r. min. eff. thick. o£ I/10 in em. 
Iron 7-87 73 .002 -316 
Titanium 4·54 no .004 .135 
Ni.cke.l 8.90 61 .002 ·336 
Chromium 7-19 90 ·003 ·144 
Table V shows that the values of I/Io calculated from the experi-
mentall.y detenni.ned minimum eff'ective thiclmesses ranged f'rom 0.14 
to 0.34. It was assumed that this variation was caused by exper:imental. 
error. As the average value of' I/I0 was about 0.20, this value was 
arbitrarily chosen as the val.ue for which the Lambert equation might 
be solved to determine the minimum ei'.fective thiclaless of' a substance. 
It was thus assumed that the minimum effective thi.ckness of an elsnent 
was equivalent to the thiclmess which would absorb 80 percent of the 
K-al.pha radiation of that e1ement as the K-al.pha radiation passed 
through it. 
In figure No. 8, the plot of' ln I/Ic, against the thiclaless of 
various iron-titanium alloy layers is shown. In this case, I is the 
intensity of the titanium K-alpha line transmitted through the alloy 
and Io is the intensity of thetitanium K-alpha line incident upon 
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ln In;t;ensit.Y Titanium K-;tUPha fb_.pmt Frqij L&Y!!: 
Intensity Titanium lC-Alpha Incident Upon ~
Fig. 8. rn I/I for titanium K-alpha vs. thickness o£ ~ 
titanium iuoy lay'er in mm. 
the other side of the alloy la;rer. The m:i.nimum effective thickness of 
any alloy layer for titanium K-alpha radiation is assumed to occur at 
the point where the 1n 0.20 intersects the line representative of the 
composition of the al1oy layer concerned. Because the 1n 0.20 is 
equal. to -1.61, this line has been drawn on figure No. 8. 
Figure No. 9 is a similar plot of ln I/I0 against the thiclmess 
of various iron-titanium al.loy layers, except that in this case I is 
the intensity of the iron K-al.pha line tranmni tted through the alloy 
and Io is the intensity of the iron K-alpha line incident upon the 
other side of the alloy l~er. 
The data used to plot ln I/I0 against thickness in figures No. 8 
and N9. 9 is tabul.ated in Table VI. For iron-titanium alloys of 
various compositions, the densities were determined by averaging 
the densities of the pure meta:Ls, according to the amount of each 
of the elements present in the al.J.oy. The mass absorption coefficient 
of iron K-alpha and titanium K-alpha in the various alJ.oys was al.so 
determined in thi.s manner. Knowing the values of ~ and ~ , 
Lambert's equation becomes: 1n I/I0 = -lac 
where k is the product of ,u, and f. • 
_ As may be seen from figures No. 8 and No. 9, al1 the resu1ting plots 
were straight l.ines. 
0 
I/Jo = 0.20-----
-1.0 -1.5 -z.o 
J.n ,!ntensi ty Iron K-Alpha Ehergent From La,ver 
Int~&ity Iron K-Alpha Incident Upon ~ver 
Fit;. 9. 1n I/~ for iron K-alpha vs. thickness of iron-

















}fass Absorption Coefficients and 
Densities of Var:i.ous Iron - Titanium Alloys 
for for for 
Fe K-AJ.pha Fe K-Alpha Ti K-Alpha 
7-87 73 575 190 
7·54 104 784 182 
7.20 134 965 174 6.87 164 1127 166 
6.54 195 1275 158 6.20 225 1395 150 
5-87 255 1497 142 
5·54 286 1584 134 
5-21 316 1646 126 
4-87 347 1690 ll8 
















!2.• Experimental Data 
The experimental data are listed in Table Vll. These are the data 
deter.mined by using the previously mentioned procedures for deter.mining 
sample thickness, grinding down the sur.face layer, recording fluor-
escent line intensities and correcting £or the background intensity. 
These procedures are described in detail beginning on page 21 o£ this 
manuscript. The values upon which each average thickness of the layer 
removed by grinding is based are listed in Table IX in the appendix. 
The average thicknesses were originally measured using a micrometer 
with an inch scale and then converted to millimeters. The time re-
quired to record 25600 counts was the method used to determine a11 the 
iron K-alpha intensities in counts per second. 25600 counts is the 
maximum number that can be recorded on the count register for one 
setting. The statistical probable error involved in the recording o£ 
25600 counts by the Geiger tube is 0.4 percent. As the titanium 
K-alpha intensities were much smaller, shorter counting times were 
used £or titanium K-alpha. The statistical probable error for the 
recording of 800, 1600, and 3200 counts is 2.4, 1.6, and 1.2 pm-cent 
respecti vel.y. 
A constant £actor o£ 1.6 counts per second was subtracted £ran 
a1l. the intensities ca1cu.1ated from the experimental data in order to 
correct £or the background intensity. The intensities recorded in 





Aver. Amt. Time in see. Fe K-Alpha No. of T:ime Ti K-Alpha 
thick. removed for 25600 :intensity in counts in intensity in 
in ~fm. in Mm. Fe K-Alpha c/ s corr. for sec. c/s corr. :for 
counts background background 
~.8288 0 J.30.0 195·.3 J.2800 562.6 21.2 
129·2 196.5 
1.8257 0.0031 144·6 175·5 12800 550·4 21.7 
145·2 174·7 12800 530·4 22·5 
1.8229 0.0059 141·4 179·4 12800 602.6 19.6 
J.44.2 175·9 12800 593·4 20.0 
1.8206 0.0082 l.l5.0 221.0 J.2800 698.0 16.7 
J..1.3.0 224·9 12800 624.0 18.9 
1.8192 0.0096 104.8 242·7 12800 638·4 18.4 
117.0 217.2 12800 641.0 18.4 
1.8164 0.0124 90.2 282.2 12800 779.0 J..4.8 
91.0 279·7 12800 768.6 15.1 
1.813.3 0.0155 82.4 309.1 
1.8ll0 0.0178 66.0 386.,3 12800 1222. 8.9 
64.4 396.0 12800 1226. 8.8 
1.8085 0.0203 53.6 476.0 3200 471.2 5·2 
54·4 469.0 1600 235.0 5·2 
1.80,37 0.0251 46.2 552·5 1600 .368.4 2.7 
44·4 575·0 1600 .357.0 2.9 
1.8014 0.0276 45.6 559.8 BOO 196.2 2.5 
45·2 564.7 800 206.0 2.3 
1.7966 0.0324 48.0 531.7 800 195.6 2.5 
47·4 538·4 800 200.4 2.4 
1. 7537 0.0751 41.6 613.8 6400 221.0. 1.3 
42.0 607.9 
1.7503 0.0785 40.4 631·7 200 83.0 0.8 
200 88.4 0.6 
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Table VIIr (Conttd.) 
S~ple #1 (Cont'd.) 
Aver. Amt. T:ime in sec. Fe K-llpha No. of Time Ti K-Alpha 
thick. ran.oved. for 25600 intensity in cdunts in intensity in 
in Mm. in Mm. Fe K-Al.pha c/s corr. for sec. c/s corr. for 
COWlts background background 
1.6990 0.1298 ,38.8 658.2 400 199.2 0.4 
.39.0 654.8 
1.6820 0.1468 ,38.4 665.1 400 25,3.8 0 
38.2 668.6 
Sample #2 
1.7182 0 129.2 196.5 6400 312.8 18.9 
]3l..O 1<}3.8 6400 
.314·4 18.8 
1.7125 0.0057 128.0 198.4 6400 322.8 18.2 
128.0 198.4 6400 316.6 18.6 
1.7105 0.0077 126.6 200.6 6400 .32,3.0 18.2 
126.2 201.,3 6400 .322.0 18.,3 
1-708.3 0.0099 120.2 211.4 6400 .347.;2 16.8 
ll9.0 2lJ·5 6400 349.8 16.7 
1.7069 O.OlJ.3 109.0 233·.3 .3200 184.2 15.8 
108.0 235·4 .3200 J.89.0 15 • .3 
1.7041. 0.0141 88.8 286.7 3200 196.0 14·7 
87.6 29().6 .3200 1<}3.0 15.0 
1.7024 0.0158 78.0 326.6 3200 221.0 12.9 
77·4 .329.1 .3200 220.2 12·9 
]..6998 0.0184 6l..2 416-7 3200 298.0 9-1 
61.2 4].6.7 1600 ].46.2 9-3 
1.6959 0.022,3 58.8 4.3,3.8 1600 174·4 7-6 
59-0 432·.3 1600 174·8 7-6 
1.6891 0.0291 5J..O 500-4 1600 259.0 4-6 
51-4 496.5 800 126.4 4-7 
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Table VII {Gonttd.) 
Sample #2 (Conttd.) 
Aver. Amt. Time in sec. Fe K-Alpha No. of Time T:i. K-Alpha 
thick. ranoved tor 25600 intensity in colUlts in :intensity in 
in Mm. in Mm.. Fe K-A1pha c/s corr. for sec. c/s corr. for 
counts background background 
1.6583 0.0599 42.6 599·3 200 69.4 1.3 
43.0 59.3·7 
1.6572 0.610 u.o 622.2 200 80.0 0.9 
Sampl.e #3 
1.7884 0 1.09.8 231.6 3200 169.4 17-3 
108.6 234·1 3200 166.0 17.7 
1..7859 0.0025 106.0 239·9 3200 166.2 17.7 
105.8 240·4 .3200 167.0 17.6 
1.7834 0.0050 104·4 243·6 .3200 172.2 1.7.0 
105.0 242·2 3200 1.68.4 17·4 
1.7808 0.0076 89.6 284.1 3200 188.0 15-4 
8<}.8 283·5 3200 184.2 15.8 
1-7777 0.0107 63.8 399·7 .3200 238.2 u.s 
63-4 402.2 .3200 241-0 ll.7 
1.7740 o.o144 50.4 506·.3 1600 l.89.4 6.8 
so.o 510.4 1600 191.4 6.8 
1.7582 0.0302 44·8 569.8 200 99.6 0.4 
44·2 577-6 400 2l.8.8 0 • .3 
1.7438 0.0344 4J,..6 6]J.8 200 127.8 0 
41·2 61.9.8 
1-7433 0.0451 4J,.6 6]3.8 200 1.34·2 0 
u.s 610.8 200 121.0 O.l. 
1.6900 0.0984 38.0 672.1 400 266.0 0 
1.6733 0.1151 .38.0 672.1 400 248.8 0 
38.2 668.5 
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Table VII (Cont 'd.) 
Sample #4 
Aver. Amt. Time in sec. Fe K-Alpha No. o:r Time Ti K-Alpha 
thick. removed £or 25600 intensity in counts in intensity in 
in Mm.. in Mm. Fe K-A1pha c/ s corr. for sec. c/ s corr. for 
counts background background 
1.7752 0 ]31.0 193.8 6400 285.8 20.8 
1,32.0 192·3 6400 274-0 21.8 
1.7594 0.0158 109.0 23.3·3 6lt)O 284.0 20.9 
108.8 2.33·7 6400 293.0 20.2 
1.7582 0.0170 105.0 242·2 6400 295.0 20.1 
104-4 243-6 6400 280.4 21.2 
1-7557 0.0195 92.0 276.7 3200 15.3.6 19.2 
92.6 274·9 .3200 155.0 19.0 
1.7529 0.0223 90.4 281.6 .3200 189.2 15·3 
91.2 278·5 .3200 198.0 14·9 
1-750.3 0.0249 64.8 393·5 3200 225.8 12.6 
64.8 393·5 .3200 241.0 11.7 
1e747S 0.0274 66.6 382.8 1600 136.2 10.1 
66.4 .383·9 1600 13.3·0 10.4 
1.7453 0.0299 59.2 430.8 1600 151.0 9.0 
60.2 423.6 1600 151.0 9,-0 
1.7388 0.0364 44·4 575·0 1600 2,44.0 5.0 
44·8 569.8 1600 247·0 4·9 
1.7331 0.0421 42.·4 602.2 800 161.8 3·3 
42·4 602.2 800 152.2 3·7 
1.7292 0.0460 45·6 559.8 800 212.6 2.2 
45·2 564.8 
1.7255 0.0497 4]..2 619.8 
~-8 610.8 
1.7190 0.0562 40.8 625.8 400 123.2 1.6 
U·4 616.8 400 133·8 1.4 
1.6719 0.1033 38.8 658.2 400 193.0 0.5 
.39·0 654.8 
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Table VII ( Cont t d.) 
Sample #4 (Conttd.) 
Aver. Amt. Time in sec. Fe K-Al.pha No. of Time Ti K-A1pha 
thick. rEmOVed for 25600 intensity in counts in intensity in 
in MD.. in ~fm.. Fe K-Al.pha c/s corr. for sec. e/ s eorr. for 
counts background background 
1.6504 0.1248 38.0 672.1 400 253·4 0 
38.0 672.1 
Sample #5 
]..8206 0 172.0 147·3 1600 65.6 22.8 
174·4 145·2 1600 68.0 21..9 
1.8026 0.0180 181.0 139.8 1600 67.0 22.3 
180.0 140.6 1600 71·4 20.8 
1.7978 0.0228 161.4 157.0 1600 69.2 2.1.5 
162.0 156.4 1600 69.2 21.5 
1.7935 0.0271 140.0 181.3 1600 73·4 20.2 
142·4 178.2 1600 7,3.8 21.1 
1.7896 0.0310 l33-0 190.9 1600 77.0 19.2 ]32.0 192.3 1600 77.0 19.2 
1.7876 0.0330 98.6 258.0 1600 79.6 18.5 
98.0 259.6 1600 79.6 18.5 
1-7836 0.0,370 90.6 281.0 1600 84.0 17-4 
90-4 281.6 1600 86.4 16.9 
1-7797 0.0409 83-6 304.6 1600 104.8 13·7 
83.2 306.1 1600 102.0 ].4.1 
1-7755 0.0451 63.6 400.9 1600 ]38.0 10.0 
64.6 394-7 1600 142-6 9.6 
1.7718 0.0488 54·2 470-7 1600 188.4 6.9 
54·4 469.0 1600 181.0 7-2 
1~7673 0.0533 47.8 534·0 800 160.2 3·4 
48-2 529-5 800 149-2 3-8 
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Table VII ( Cont t d. ) 
Sample #5 (Conttd.) 
Aver. Amt. Time in sec. Fe K-Alpha No. of Time Ti K-Alpha 
thick. ranoved for 25600 intensity in counts in intensity in 
in Mm. in Mm. Fe K-A1pha c/s corr. for sec. c/ s corr. for 
counts background background 
1-7577 0.0629 43·2 591.0 800 186.4 2.7 
42.8 596-5 800 191.0 2.6 
1-7486 0.0720 4l-·4 616 .• 7 400 98.0 2.5 
4]..6 613.8 400 94-6 2.6 
1.6592 0.1614 40.0 6,38.4 400 l4]..0 1.2 
.39.8 6U.6 
1.6420 0.1786 38·4 665.1 400 158.6 0.9 
.38·4 665.1 
1.6044 0.2162 38-4 665.1 400 199.8 0.4 
38.6 661.6 
1.5706 0.2500 38.4 665.1 400 240.6 0.1 
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E. Sample CaJ.cul.ation 
To cl.ear away possible confusion concerning this method, a sampJ.e 
calculation is given here. The data are from the intensities at the 
sur£ace of specimen No. l. be£ore any of the coating was removed. 
The maJdmum intensity of the iron K-al.pha line at this original 
surface was recorded as 195·3 and 196.5 counts per second, while the 
maximum intensity of the titanium K-alpha at th:is surface was recorded 
as 21.2 counts per second. These intmsities include the background 
correction and were takEil from the experimental data in Table VII. 
In Table VIII, the ratio of the surface intensity of iron K-a.lpha to 
the iron K-alpha intensity of a pure sample is l.isted as 0.29, whUe 
the corresponding ratio for titanium is 0.48. The corrected composi-
tions mq be read directly from figures No. 4 and No. 5· Figure No. 4 
shows that a ratio of 0.48 is equivalent to 58 atomic percent titanium 
in the iron-titanium sur£ace 1ayer. Figure No. 5 shows that a ratio of 
0.29 is equivalent to 39 atomic percent iron in the surface layer. 
The method o£ mirwm.un effective thicknesses is then anployed to 
determine the thickness o£ the layer which contributes to the recorded 
surface intena:i ties. From figure No. 8, the minimum effective thick-
ness for titanium K-alpha x-r~s from a layer containing 58 atomic 
percent titanium is about 0.019 mm. Therefore, it is assumed that 
58 atomic percent is the average titanium composition £or a l~er f"rom. 
the sur£ace down to a depth of 0.019 nm. For the plot of distance 
from the origina1 surface versus atomic percent titanium, in figure 
No. 10, 58 atomic percent titanium is assumed to be the titanium 
canposition at a point equal to half the minimum effective thiclmess 
or 0.0095 mm. In a similar manner., from figure No. 9, the minimum 
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effective thickness for iron K-alpha x-rays from a layer of' iron-
titanium a.D.oy oontaining 39 atomic percent iron is about 0.011 mm. 
Therefore, it is assumed that 39 atomic percent is the average :iron 
composition from the surface to a depth of 0.011 mm. For the plot of' 
distance .from the or:ig:i.nal surface versus atomic percent iron, in 
.figure No. 10, 39 atondc percent iron is asSl.Diled to be the iron compo-
sition at a point equal. to half' the minimum effective thiclmess or 
0.0055 nnn. 
The original surface was then ground down, the new thiclmess 
measured and intensities of the new SQrface deter.mined. For example, 
an average thickness of' 0.0031 mm. was removed from sample No. 1. The 
surface intensities were corrected as before wi~h figures No. 4 and 
No. 5 to give an average composition of 60 atomic percent titanium and 
35 atomic percent iron. From figure No. 8, the minimum e£f'ective 
thickness for titaniwn K-alpha x-rays from a layer containing 60 atomic 
percent titanium is about 0.0195 nun. For the plot o:f distance from the 
original surface layer versus atomic percent titanium in figure No. 10, 
60 atomic percent titanium is assumed to be the titanium composition 
at a point equal. to hal£ the minimum ef'fective thiclmess of the new 
surface layer Plus the thickness ground from the original surface. In 
this case, the distance is taken as 0.013 mm., because 0.0195 f 
2 
0.0031 = 0.013 mm. The minimum effective thiclaless for an alloy layer 
containing 35 percent iron is 0.011 :mm., and so the distance :from the 
original surface for the iron curve in figure No. 10 is O.Oll -f 
2 
0.0031 = 0.0085 nnn. 
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F. F:inal. Resu1 ts 
The final. results, as obtained from a1.l the intensities of all. the 
layers which were sectioned, are tabu1ated in Table Vlli .for each 
sample. The ratios of the surface intEnsities to the intensities of 
the pure elanents are listed. The va1ues of' the atomic percentages 
of iron and titanium obtained in figures No. 4 and No. 5 from these 
ratios are also listed. Hal.f of the minimum effective th:i.clmess of 
each surface 1ayer was determined and assumed to be the point at which 
the oomposition was actua:lly that given by the surface intensities 
after correction for differential absorption and mutual f1uorescence. 
The distance of each of these points from the original ~face was de-
termined and listed in Table VIII. From the data in Tab1e Vlli, 
figures No. 10 to No. 14 were plotted. These graphs show the varia-
tion of composition with distance from the original surface. By 
extrapolation of the curves to a zero layer thickness, the composition 
at the original surface of the titanium coating was estimated. The 
thickness of the titanium coating can also be estimated from these 
curves. 
Figure No. 15 is included in order to compare the compositions 
a't various depths determined by the method of minimum effective thick-
ness with the resul.ts obta:i.ned when only the surface layer itself is 
assumed to contribute to the surface intensity. Figure No. 15 u a 
plot of the resul.ts obtained from sample No. 4 and should be compared 
with figure No. 1.~ which is also a plot o:r the results obtain~ from 
sanple No. 4• However, in figure No. l3, a :finite thiclmess of the 



































Analysis of Coating ~ers 
Sample #1 
Fe K-Alpha Int. Atom:ic 
from alloy layer Percent 
Fe K-A1pha Int. Fe 
from pure Fe 
.292 - .294 39- 40 
.261 - .262 35 
.263 - .268 35- 36 
·331- ·336 44- 45 
·325 - .J63 43 - 47 
.us - ./.t22 53 
·462 57 
·578 - ·592 68 - 69 
.701 - ·712 78 - 79 
.826 - .860 88 - 90 
.837 - .845 89 
·795 - .805 85 - 86 
·909 - .918 94 - 95 
.945 96 - 97 
·979 - .984 99 
.995 - 1.000 100 
T:i K-Alpha Int._ Atomic 
£rom alloy layer Percent 
T:i K-Alpha Int. Ti 
from pure Ti 
·4B4 58 
·495 - ·514 59 - 61 
·447 - ·457 54 - 55 
·381- ·431 46 - 52 
.~o 51 
·338 - ·345 41-42 
.201- .203 24 
.119 15 
.062 - .066 7- 8 
.053 - .057 6- 7 
.055 - .057 6- 7 
.029 3- 4 




Table VIII ( Cont t d.) 
Sample #2 
Aver. dist. Fe K-Alpha Int. Atomi.c Ti K-Alpha Int. Atomi.c 
of layer fran alloz 19-nr Percent from allo;t laZ!!r Percent 
fran orig. Fe K-Alpha Int. Fe Ti K-Alpha Int. Ti 
surf. in Mm. fran pure Fe fran pure Ti 
.0050 .290 - .294 39- 40 
.0090 
·429 - ·431 52 
.Oll.O .297 40 
.0130 .. 300- ·301 40 
.0140 ·416- ·425 50- 51 
.0155 ·316 - .,319 42- 43 
.0160 .u6- .us 50 
.0170 
·349 - ·352 46 
.0185 ·381- .,384 46 
.0190 ·349- -361 42- 4.3 
.0200 
·429 - ·435 54 - 55 
.0220 .488 - ·492 59 - 60 ·336 - ·.342 40- 41 
.0235 ·295 35 
.0250 .208- .212 25 
.0260 .62.3 71- 72 
.0285 .174 20 
.0305 .647 - .649 74 
·0350 .105- .107 1.3 
·0375 ·743 - ·748 81- 82 
.06S5 .029 4 
.0660 .021 2 
·0710 .888 - .896 92 - 93 
.0735 ·931 95 
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Table VIII ( Cont t d.) 
Sampl.e #3 
Aver. dist. Fe K-Alpha Int. Atanic Ti K-Al.pha Int. Atanic 
of 18\Y'er fran al.l.o;z: l.a:£er Percent fran gl J ez 1a;!:er Percent 
fran orig. Fe K-llpha Int. Fe Ti K-Al.pha Int. Ti 
surf. :in Mm.. from pure Fe .fran pure Ti 
.0055 ·346 - ·.350 45- 46 
.0080 
·359 - ·.360 47 
.0085 ·395 - .404 47 - 49 
.0105 .362 - .364 47-48 
.Oll.O .4()2- ·404 48-49 
.O]J5 
·424- ·425 5.3 - 54 ·388- ·397 47-48 
.0155 ·352 - ·361 42- 43 
.01.80 ·598 - .602 70 .267 - .269 32 
.021.0 .1.55 19 
.0225 ·757 - .763 82-83 
·0.350 .007- .009 1 
·0395 0 - .001 0 
.0405 .852 - .864 90- 91 
.0470 .91.8 - .927 95 
.0500 0 0 
.0575 ·914- .918 94 - 95 
.10.35 0 0 
·1145 1.000 ].()() 
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Table Vlli (Conttd.) 
Sample #4 
Aver. dist. Fe K-Alpha Int. Atomic Ti K-A1pha Int. Atomic 
of J.ayer .tran alloz lazer Percent trom alloz lay;:er Percent 
fran orig. Fe K-Alpha Int. Fe Ti K-llpha Int. Ti 
surf. in Mm.. from pure Fe .from pure Ti 
.0050 .288- .290 .39 
·0095 ·475 - ·498 57- 60 
.0210 
·'349- ·.350 46 
.0225 ·'362 - .,364 47-48 
.0250 
-46l. - ·477 55- 57 
.0255 .4].1 - .4J.4, 52 
.0260 
·459- ·484 55- 58 
.0280 
·417 - ·421 5.3 ·4.34- ·4.38 52 
.0295 ·.340- ·.349 41-42 
.0,320 .589 69 .267 - .288 .32- 35 
·0.340 -57.3 - ·574 67 .2,31- ·237 28- 29 
.0,365 .205 25 
·0390 .6.34- .644 7.3 - 74 
.0425 .ll.2 - ·114 14 
.Q4(0 .852- .860 90 
.0475 ·075 - .084 9 - 10 
.0515 .050 6 
.0540 .901 93 
.0560 -837- .845 89-90 
.0610 .Q32- .037 4 
.0620 
-91.4 - .927 94- 95 
.069() 
.92.3 - -9.36 95- 96 
.].080 .014 l. 
.11.70 
-979 - .984 99 
.]35() 0 0 
·1390 1.000 100 
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Table Vlli (Conttd.) 
Sample #5 
Aver. dist. Fe K-AJ.pha Int. Atomic T:i K-Al.pha Int. Atomic 
o£ layer from aJ 1 oz 1azer Percent fran a11o;.y;: l.~er Percent 
from orig. Fe K-A1pha Int. Fe T:i K-A1pha Int. T:i 
sur£. in Mm. fran pure Fe fran pure Ti 
.0050 .212- .220 30 
.0095 .500- ·521 60 - 62 
.0230 .209 - .210 29 
.0275 
·475 - ·509 57 - 61. 
.0280 .234- .235 32 
.()320 .267 - -271 36-37 
.()325 
-491. 59 
.()360 .286 - .288 38-39 .461 - ·482 55 - 58 
.()385 -386- -388 50 
.0400 ·438 53 
.04].5 
·422 51 
.0430 ·420- -421. 53 
.0455 .,386 - ·397 46- 48 
.0470 ·456 - ·458 56 - 57 
.0485 ·313 - -322 37- 39 
.0515 .21.9 - .228 26- 28 
.0520 ·590 - .600 69 - 70 
.0555 .158 - .164 1.9 - 20 
.0570 .701. - -704 78 
.0585 .078 - .087 9- ll 
.0625 ·792 - ·799 85- 86 
.0680 .059 - .062 7 
.0745 .884 - .892 92- 9.3 
-0770 .057 - .059 7 
.0845 .918 - .922 95 
.1660 .027 3- 4 
.1750 -955 - .960 't7 
.1.835 .Ol.l. 1. 
.1.940 
·990 - ·995 99 - 1.00 
.2150 .002 0 
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Fig. 12. Distance of layer from original surface vs. composition for sample No. 3 
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Fig. 13. Distance of layer from original sur! ace vs. composition !or sample No. 4 
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Fig. 14. Dis.tance of layer fran original surface vs. canposition for sample No. 5· 
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Fig. 15. Uncorrected dista1ce of layer from original surface vs. composition for sample No. 4• 
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DISCUSSION 
A· Errors And Deficiencies o:r The Investigation 
The en:ors in this investigation were o:r t-wo main types. One 
c1a.ss o:r errors was attributabl.e to the exper:imental error associated 
with the method anployed and the other group o:r errors evolved from 
the assumptions which were required in order to evaluate the exper-
imental. data. 
The .following is a list of the errors attribu tab1e to the e:xper-
imental. procedure: 
J.. The statistica1 error invol.ved in the recording o:f events :i.n 
the Geiger tube. Thi.s was miiUmized by using a larg~ number of counts 
over a long coun-ting period to determine the characteristic J.ine 
intensities. 
2. Unequal. pressure when ranoving coating layers by abrasion with 
enery paper coo.ld cause the removal. ot unequal. amounts at di:tferent 
places on the sampl.e surface. 
3· Variation in the background intensity, which was assumed to remain 
constant. 
4• Removal. of the soft outer layer o.r samples No. J., No. 2 and No. .3 
by ~scrubbing the sampl.es in water to rsnove the adherent potassium 
chl.oride. Al.though it was speculated that this outer coating had the 
highest titanium composition, this part of the coating was not adherent 
enough to be of any practical signi.ticance. 
5· As there was oonsiderabl.e variation in hardness throughout the 
coating, it was not possi.b1e to rEmOVe a constant amount of' the coating 
by polishing on the snery paper with a constant number of strokes 
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between each intensity determination. Consequently, the tendency was 
to r~ove too much of the so.f'ter :r;art of the coating between intensity 
measuran.ents. In samples No. 4 and No. 5 there has been too great a 
thickness of coating rEmoved after the first and before the second 
intensity deter-mination. 
'l'he .follow:tng is a list of the errors caused by the assumptions 
required to evaluate the data: 
1. The calibration curves of figure No. 4 and figure No. 5 were de-
tennined .fran a plot of on1y three points. In order to prepare a more 
accurate calibration curve on each figure~ a larger number of standard 
samples should have been prepared and analyzed. 
2. Because there were no values given in the literature for the mass 
absorption coefficient of t:i tanium K-alpha in iron or titanium~ it was 
necessary to obtain these va1ues by an extrapolation of the curves in 
figure No. 7• 
3· In order to obtain the min:i.mum ef'.fect:ive thickness of various 
iron-titanium alloy layers~ it was assumed~ w:i.thout being proven~ that 
the m.in:llnum effective thickness occurred when the I/I0 ratio was 0.20. 
However~ because of' the logarithmic relation between the minimum effec-
tive thickness and the ratio of I/I0 , a large variation in the I/Io 
ratio will only have a smal.1 effect on the minimum e.ff'ective thiclmess. 
4• The assumption that the surface intensity gives the composition o:f 
the layer at a point equ:tval.ent to ha.1f' the minimum ef£ect:i.ve thickness 
is probably s1ightl.y erroneous~ because the atoms nearer the surface 
contribute a disproportionate amount to the surface :irrl;ensity. 
!! • Conclusions 
An analysis o:.f the results showed that the composition o£ the 
coatings produced by the salt bath deposition method contained from 
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50 to 65 atomic percent titanium and :.from 45 to 30 atomic percent iron 
at the surface of the coating. The coating produced by the iodide 
deposition method contained about 65 atomi.c percent titanium and about 
30 atomic percent iron at the surface of the coating. Although the 
iodide deposition coating was much thicker than the salt bath coatings, 
the titanium content at the sur£ace of the coating was onl.y slightly 
increased. In aJ.1 cases, there seemed to be a £air1y constant tendency 
for the composition of the :iron and the titanium on and near the surface 
to total1ess than 100 percmt. An anal.ys:i.s o:f the titanium powder used 
:in this investigation showed the powder contained only about 97 percent 
titanium. It was thought that the remaining part of the powder was 
oxygen. There£ ore~ it was assumed that some oxygen diffusion also 
occurred at the sur£ace o:f the sample being coated. 
It was observed that the sum o:f iron and titanium more nearl.y 
approached 100 percent £or the sample coated in the platinum wound 
resistance :furnace than :for the other samples which were coated in the 
l.arge vacuum retort .furnace. The vacuum re~rt furnace was only 
. 
pumped down to a pressure o:f about 300 microns of mercury before being 
filled with hel.ium. Hence~ with a furnace of this size~ there seemed 
to be a greater chance :for l.eaks than with the smaJ.l.er pl.atirrum wound 
resistance £urnace which was operated at a much lower pressure. 
Samp1es N'o. l. and No. 2 were prepared by the saJ.t bath deposition 
method under the same conditions and gave nearl.y equival.ent resul.ts. 
The results obtained from sampl.es No. 1 and No. 2 agree to within 
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5 percent, hence the error attributable to variation in the experimental 
procedures is less than 5 percent. The anomalous behavior of sample 
No. 3, which was also prepared by the salt bath deposition method under 
the same conditions as samples No. 1 and No. 2, can only be explained 
in terms of the smal.ler casserole that was used during the coating 
operation. It was assumed that this smaller casserole could not hold 
enough titanium powder to coat the specimen wi.th a coating of thickness 
comparable to those obtained on samples No. 1 and No. 2. It is possible 
that some unknown effect sharply limited the d.i£fusion o£ titanium 
into sample No. 3· 
Sample No. 4 was coated for 6 hours, while the prev:i..ous samples 
had only been coated for 4 hours. The results obtained from sample 
No. 4 show that a thicker ooating may be obtained by increasing the 
coating time. Although the coating on sample No. 4 was thicker, the 
titanium content of the surface layer appeared to be no higher than the 
results obtained for the previous samples. Even though the thiclmess 
of the coating was greater, the distance of titanium diffUsion into the 
base metal was no greater than in previous samples. However, the layer 
of relatively high titanium content extended to a greater depth in 
sample No. 4• 
The ooating obtained by iodide deposition on sample No. 5 was 
thicker than the sal.t bath coatings, but the titanium composition at 
the surface of thi.s coating was only slightly greater. The layer of 
rel.ativel.y high titanium content ext·ended to a much greater depth than 
on any of the previously discussed sampl.es. 
A detectable amount of t.itanium. was observed at a maximum depth o:r 
0.14 mm., 0.05 mm., 0.10 mm., and 0.19 mm. respectively for samples 
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No. 1, No. 3, No. 4 and No. ;. The intensity of the iron K-a1pha line 
reached its maximum at a depth of 0.14 mm.., 0.09 mm., 0.13 nun. and 
0.19 mm.. respectively for samples No. 1, No. 3, No. 4 and No. 5· In 
the case of sample No. 2, these determinations were not made. An 
anal.ysis of this data shows that the point at which there was no longer 
any trace o£ titanium present and the point at which the iron K-alpha 
intensity became equivalent to the intensity of pure iron did not usuaJ.ly 
coincide for any particular sample. A small variation in the time re-
quired to record a fixed number of counts would cause a much greater 
variation in the :intEnsity of the iron K-alpha than in the titanium 
K-alpha. Hence, a 5 percent variation in the intensity of the iron 
K-alpha line wou1d case a considerable variation in the point at which 
the intensit,y of the iron K-alpha J.me from the ooating coincided with 
the intensity of pure iron. A conclusion was not reached as to why 
the titanium penetration was not greater in sampl.e No. 4 than in 
sample No. ~. Recent work, done at the M:i.ssouri School of Mines by 
P. Chao, shows that the distance of titanium diffusion :in a sample 
coated for 6 hours was 0.13 mm. Chao used a cumu1ative electroJ.ytic 
stain etching method in conjunction with a microscope to dete~e 
the depth of titanium penetration. The coating temperature of 10000 c. 
and the bath composition of 10 percent oxygen-containing powder and 
90 percent KCl were the same conditions as were used in this investi-
gation. It may be seen that Chao's results are in good agreement with 
the resu.J.ts obta:ined .for sampl.es No. 1 and No. 4 of this investigation. 
The surface layers or all coatings were rather soft and were 
i'ollowed by a very hard intermediate layer. At, a greater depth in 
the coating, the layer once again became soft. Reference to the 
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exist~ 1000° c. isother.mal section of the iron-titani~xygen phase {45) (46)(47) 
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Trans. Sect., Vo1. 7, No. 1, P• 113, 1955· 
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and Titanium", J. Inst. Met., Vol. 79, P• 173, 1951. 
Comstock, G. F. and Southard, J. c., "Constitution of Binary 
Alloys - Iron-Titanium", 1-Ietals Handbook, American Society of 
Metal.s, Cleveland, Ohio, P• 1219, 1948· 
an oxygen content o:r 1ess than 2 percent, the same phases are present 
as are in the iron-titanium binary phase diagram. The outer 1~er o£ 
the coating was probably a two phase area consisting of the intermetall.ic 
compound, FeTi., and the so1:i.d solution o:r iron and oJcygen in titanium. 
Inmediatel.y following this surface 1~er, the compound FeTi appeared in 
the coating. The next l.ayer should be a two phase area consisting of 
the solid solution ~titanium and oxygen in iron plus FeTi. The inner-
most region of the coating was assumed to be the solid soJ.ution of 
t:i.tan:ium and o~en in iron. 
(48) 
Rhines has stated that the layers f'o:nned by the isothezmal. and 
isobaric d:i.f.fUsion o:r metal.s across an interface correspond in kind and 
(48) Rhines, F. N., "I>i.f'fusion Coatings on Metal.s", ASM, The Surface 
Treat.ment of Metal.s, p. 1.23, 1941· 
in the order of' their occurrence to all. regions in the phase diagram 
1y:i.ng between the concentrations of the original bodies and having 
three or more degrees o£ freedom according to the phase ru1e. By the 
application of this principle, it is seen that, at the diffusion 
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temperature of 1000° c., the first layer to form is that of the solid 
solution o£ titani.um and oxygen :in iron. This J.~er will continue to 
:fonn until. the titanium at the original. interface reaches about 4 per-
cent titanium. At this point, a concentration jump to 47 percent titanium 
should occur with the reaal.ting formation of the FeTi. phase. Further 
deposition and c:li£fusion of titanium shoul.d continue until the original. 
interface reaches a composition of 50 percent ti.tan:ium. At this point, 
another concentration jump to 7S percent titanium shoul.d occur with 
the resulting fom.ati.on of the solid solution of iron and oxygen in 
titanium. Upon s1owly cooling the bath from the diffusion tenperature 
down to room tenperature, the two phase regions which occur on the :iron-
titanium phase diagram shoul.d begin to appear between the one phase 
regions in the coatings. 
From the experimental resul.ts, it was veri£i.ed that the t1«> phase 
regions do actuall.y appear in the coating. The occurrence of an abrupt 
concentration jump couJ.d not be determined in any of the sampJ.e coatings. 
Generall.y, the jump .i.n.:concentration f'rom 20 to 40 percent titanium was 
very sharp; whereas, the concentration change in the region of the inter-
metallic compound, FeTi, and the solid so1ution of titanium and o~gen 
:in iron was much more gradual.. 
The sections o:f the coating which possessed considerable hardness 
corresponded with the composition of the hard intarmetal1ic compound, 
FeTi. The softer regions corresponded to compositions representative 
of the sof'ter solid sol.uti.ons. 
.Q• Suggested Future Investigations 
l.. The developnent of curves to correlate observed intensity w.i.th 
composition on a theoretical. basis rather than by anp:irical means is 
(48) 
suggested. Noakes has produced curves :for nickel. in iron by 
applying theoretical concepts that are in agreanent with the curves 
:for nickel in iron obtained experimentally. 
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(48) Noakes~ G. E., "An Absolute Yethod of X-ray Fluorescence Analysis 
Applied to Sta:i.nless SteeJ.s In Symposium on Fl.uorescEDt x-ray 
Spectrographic AnalySis, ASTM~ Spec. Tech. Pub1. No. 157, P• 57 
1953· 
2. The accurate determination of the minimum e££ective thickness o:r 
iron and titanium 'WOuld be a use.ful. oontribution toward more accurate 
anaJ.ysis o:f titcnium diffusion coatings. 
3· An experiment to determine the corrosion resistance of various 
iron-titanium aJ.loys might show very interesting results. From such 
an experiment, the minimum titanium content that is required to insure 
corrosion resistance could be detennined. A£ter determining the minimum 
titanium content :for corrosion resistance, experiments might be made to 
detennine the coating thickness required to protect the base metal. 
properl.y. 
4· For a constant coating time and temperature, the iodide deposition 
process produced a much thicker coating than the salt bath process. 
However~ the iodide deposition coating appeared to be more porous than 
the coatings produced in the saJ.t baths. An investigation would be 
-worthwhile to determine if' the iodide deposition coating was more 
corrosion resistant or if the increased thickness was over balanced 
by the increase in porosity in the iodide deposition coating. 
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5. The methods used in this investigation might be applied to a similar 
investigation of the composition of titanimn coatings on a copper base. 
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StJMlvf..ARY 
X-ray fluorescEnt analysis was used to determine the composition 
at various depths of a titanium diffusion coating on iron. Calibra-
tion curves were established to convert intensities of iron and titanium 
K-alpha lines directly t6 atomic percent of iron and titanium. A 
method was devel.oped to take into effect the fin:i.te depth .from which 
secondary ~rays penetrate and which contribute to the experimentally 
determined surface intensities. The depth from which iron and titanium 
K-alpha x-rays penetrate through a titanium-iron layer to contribute to 
the sur.face intensities was found to vary from 0.1 to 0.3 mm.., depending 
on the composition of the alloy layer. 
There seemed to be no appreciable difference between the surface 
composition of coat:ing produced by either the iodide deposition or 
the salt bath deposition methods. The extrapolated composition of the 
surface la~r of the titan:i.um coatings was found to vary from 50 to 
65 atomic percent titanium and from 45 to 30 atomic percent titanium. 
It was suspected that there was also some o~rgen present near the sur-
face o£ the titanium coatings. 
The iodide deposition method produced a thicker coating than the 
sal.t bath deposition method. The d.i£fusion of titanium into the· ±ron 
was greater in the case o£ the iodide deposition method. 
The coatings were composed of a relativel.y so£t outer layer, "Which 
was followed by a hard intermediate J.ayer. The inner l.~er was also 
relatively sort. It was assumed that the so£t outer l.ayer consisted 
o£ the solid solution o£ :iron and oxygen in titanium plus tho inter-
metallic compound, FeTi. The hard middl.e layer was thought to be FeTi, 





Nine thickness measurements were made at nine particular positions 
on the 5/8 in. by 5/8 in. sample area a.f"ter_ each layer was removed by 
grinding. The average thickness o:f the sample was taken as the arith-
metic average of the nine thickness measuranents. A small mark was 
made on each sample to msure the proper orientation o:f the sample :for 
each of the thickness measurenents. 
Figure No. 16 shows the positions at which the thickness measure-
ments were made and lists the numbers which are used in Table IX to 






Area o~ sample 
eJSPOS ed to the 
5/8" X 5/8'1 
primary x-ray beam 





Determination of Average Thickness In Inches 
Average Average 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Thickness Thickness 
In Inches In Millimeters 
Sample #1 
.0720 .0722 .0720 .0720 .0720 .0720 .0?19 .0720 .0719 .0720 1.8288 
.0720 .0?20 .0718 .0719 .0719 .0718 .0719 .0718 ·0718 .0718 7/9 1.8257 
.0719 .0719 .0718 .0717 .0718 .0717 .0717 .0717 .0717 .0717 6/9 1.8229 
.0717 .0718 .0717 .0718 .0718 .0716 .0716 .0717 .0715 .0716 7/9 1.8206 
.0716 .0717 .0716 .0717 .0717 .0716 .0716 .0716 .0715 .0716 2/9 1.8192 
.0715 .0716 .0715 .0716 .0716 .0715 .0715 .0715 .071.3 .0715 1/9 1.8164 
.0714 .0716 .0715 .0716 .0716 .0715 .0715 .0715 .0713 .0?13 8/9 1.813.'3 
.0713 
·0'713 ·0'713 .0712 .071.3 .oru .071.3 .0714 .071.3 .071.3 1.8110 
.0?12 .0?12 ,011.2 .0711 .07]2 ,.0712 .0712 .071.3 .0712 .0712 1.8085 
.0708 .0710 .0711 .0707 .0711 .0712 .0711 .07ll .0710 .0710 1/9 1.8037 
.0708 .0709 .0710 .0706 .0710 ·0711 .0709 .0710 .0710 .0709 2/9 1.8014 
.0707 .0707 .0708 .0705 .0707 .0708 .0706 .0709 .0709 .0707 .3/9 1.7966 
.0699 .0692 .0691 .0686 .0693 .0692 .0685 .069.'3 .069.'3 .0690 4/9 1.75.'37 
.o6a6 .0691 .0691 .0682 .0692 .0692 .068.3 .0692 .0693 .0689 1/9 1.7503 
.0670 .0670 .0667 .0666 .0669 .0670 .0665 .0670 .067.3 .0668 8/9 1.6990 
.0662 .0665 .0662 .0659 .0662 .0662 .0657 .0664 .0667 .0662 2/9 1.6820 
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Sample #2 
.0675 .0676 .0675 .0676 .0677 .0676 .0675 .0676 .0673 .0675 4/9 1.7182 
.0673 .0674 .0674 .0674 .0676 .0675 .0674 .0675 .0673 .0674 2/9 1.7125 
.0672 .0674 .0674 .0674 .0675 .0674 .0673 .0674 .0671 .0673 4/9 1.7105 
.0671 .0673 .0673 .0673 .0674 .0673 .0672 .0673 .0671 .0672 5/9 1.708.3 
.0671 .0673 .0672 .0672 .0673 .0672 .0672 .0672 .0671 .0672 1.7069 
.0670 .0671 .0671 .0671 .0672 .0671 .0671 .0671 .0670 .0670 8/9 1.7041 
.0670 .0671 .0670 .0670 .0671 .0670 .0670 .0670 .0670 .0670 2/9 1.7024 
.0669 .0671 .0670 .0669 .0670 .0668 .0668 .0669 .0668 .0669 2/9 1.6998 
.0668 .0669 .0668 .0668 .0668 .0667 .0667 .0667 .0667 .0667 6/9 1.6959 
.0666 .0668 .0665 .0665 .0666 .066.3 .0664 .066.3 .0664 .0665 1.6891 
.0651 .0654 .065.3 .0653 .0656 .065.3 .0652 .065.3 .0651 .0652 8/9 1.658.3 
.0651 .0653 .0653 .0652 .0654 .0653 .0652 .0653 .0651 .0652 4/9 1.6572 
Sample #3 
.0704 .0704 .0705 .0704 .0705 .0703 .0704 .0705 .0703 .0704 1/9 1.7884 
.070.3 .070.3 .070.3 .0704 .0704 .0702 .0703 .0704 .0702 .070.3 i/9 1.7859 
.0703 .0702 .0702 .0702 .0703 .0701 .0702 .070.3 .0701 .0702 1/9 1. 78.34 
.0702 .0701 .0701 .0701 .0701 .0701 .0701 .0702 .0700 .0701 1/9 1.7808 
.0701 .0700 .0700 .0699 .0700 .0700 .0700 .0699 .0700 .0699 8/9 1·7777 
.0700 .0698 .0699 .0698 .0698 .0700 .0698 .0697 .0698 .0698 4/9 1.7740 
.069.3 .0693 .0692 .069.3 .0692 .0692 .0692 .0692 .0691 .0692 2/9 1.7582 
.0686 .0687 .0686 .0686 .0687 .0687 .0687 .0686 .0687 .0685 5/9 1.7438 
.0687 .0687 .0684 .0687 .0687 .0685 .0689 .0688 .0683 .0686 3/9 1.7433 
.0668 .0670 .0671 .0663 .0667 .0668 .0656 .0663 .0661 .0665 2/9 1.6900 
.0664 .0663 .0661 .0659 .0662 .0662 .0651 .0655 .0652 .0658 7/9 1.67.33 
Table-IX (Cont•d.) 
Ssnple 114 
.0697 .0700 .0698 .0702 .0700 .0696 .0701 .0699 .0697 .0698 8/9 1.7752 
.0691 .0693 .0693 .0693 .0694 .0693 .0692 .0693 .0692 .0692 6/9 1·7594 
.0690 .0693 .0693 .0692 .0693 .0692 .0692 .0693 .0692 .0692 2/9 1.7582 
.0690 .0692 .0691 .0692 .0692 .0690 .0692 .0692 .0690 .0691 2/9 1.7557 
.0690 .0690 .0690 .0691 .0691 .0690 .0690 .0690 .0689 .0690 1/9 1.7529 
.0689 .0690 .0689 .0690 .0690 .0689 .0688 .0689 .0688 .0689 1/9 1.7503 
.0687 .0689 .0688 .0689 .0688 .0688 .0687 .0688 .0689 .0688 l/9 1.7478 
.0687 .0688 .0688 .0688 .0687 .0688 .0686 .0685 .0687 .0687 1/9 1.7453 
.0685 .0684 .0686 .0685 .0685 .0686 .0682 .0683 .0685 .0684 5/9 1.7388 
.0681 .0682 .0685 .0683 .0683 .0685 .0680 .0680 .0682 .0682 3/9 1. 7.331 
.0680 .0681 .0683 .0681 .0680 .0683 .0678 .0679 .0682 .0680 7/9 1.7292 
.0679 .0680 .0600 .0680 .0680 .0680 .0677 .0679 .0679 .0679 .3/9 1.7255 
.0677 .0677 .0676 .0679 .0679 .0678 .0673 .0677 .0675 .0676 7/9 1.7190 
.0657 .0659 .0659 .0658 .0660 .0660 .0656 .0658 .0657 .0658 2/9 1.6719 
.0646 .0651 .0652 .0646 .0651 .0653 .0652 .0648 .0649 .0649 7/9 1.6504 
Table IX (Cont'd.) 
Sample #5 
.0712 .0710 .0713 .0712 .0725 .0719 .0719 .0721 .0720 .0716 7/9 1.8206 
.0702 .0707 .0704 .0707 .0717 .0717 .0705 .0715 .071.3 .0709 6/9 1.8026 
.0700 .0706 .0702 .0706 .0714 .0712 .0704 .0714 .0712 .0707 7/9 1.7978 
.0699 .0703 .0701 .0706 .0711 .0710 .0704 .0712 .0709 .0706 1/9 1. 79.35 
.0697 .0702 .0700 .0704 .0710 .0709 .0702 .0710 .0707 .0704 5/9 1.7896 
.0697 .0701 .0700 .070.3 .0709 .0708 .0701 .0709 .0706 .070.3 7/9 1.7876 
.0695 .0700 .0699 .0701 .0707 .0706 .0699 .0708 .0705 .0702 2/9 1.7836 
.0694 .0698 .0697 .0699 .0705 .0703 .0699 .0707 .0704 .0700 6/9 1.7797 
.0693 .0698 .0695 .0699 .0704 .0701 .0697 .0704 .0700 .0699 1.7755 
.0693 .0696 .0694 .0698 .0701 .0700 .0696 .0701 .0699 .0697 5/9 1.7718 
.0692 .0696 .0692 .0697 .0699 .0697 .0695 .0699 .0695 .0695 7/9 1.7673 
.0689 .0691 .0689 .0692 .0696 .0691 .069.3 .0695 .0692 .0692 1.7577 
.0686 .0687 .0685 .0689 .0692 .0685 .0689 .0693 .0690 .0688 4/9 1.7486 
.0641 .0654 .0655 .0649 .0657 .0661 .0648 .0656 .0658 .0653 2/9 1.6592 
.0642 .0647 .0650 .0639 .0650 .0652 .0640 .0648 .0650 .0646 4/9 1.6420 
.0626 .0633 .0634 .0627 .0636 .0636 .0626 .0634 .0633 .0631 6/9 1.6044 
.0607 .0619 .0620 .0616 .0623 .0624 .0614 .0620 .0622 .0618 3/9 1.5706 
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